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Abstract

Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) imaging describes an imaging procedure in which
a contrast agent (CA) is administered intravenously and several medical images are
acquired over a period of time to show the blood flow (perfusion) through tissue.
DCE magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) are fre-
quently used in clinical routine, e.g., for stroke diagnosis, in oncology or cardiology.
The acquired DCE-MRI and DCE-CT images are evaluated to derive hemodynamic
parameters of the tissue of interest, e.g., blood flow or blood volume. The assess-
ment of the hemodynamic state of a tissue can then help to, e.g., identify impaired
perfusion or monitor therapy response in tumor therapy.

The basic principles for evaluating DCE imaging data are the same for MRI and CT
and involve two independent steps. First, the time-dependent signal intensities are
measured in a supplying artery as well as in the tissue of interest and are converted
to CA concentrations. Then, the concentration-time curves are analyzed by an ap-
propriate tracer-kinetic model which yields physiological, hemodynamic parameters
of the tissue of interest. Reliable quantification of these hemodynamic parameters
is essential, as estimation errors can have implications on clinical decision making.
However, the evaluation of DCE imaging data is complex and depends on approxi-
mations that may not always apply, such as the correct tracer-kinetic model. This
work aims to make perfusion quantification more robust by

(i) increasing the reliability of perfusion parameter estimates by incorporating the
uncertainty of estimates using Bayesian modeling and

(ii) skipping tracer-kinetic modeling completely to directly predict clinical end-
points using a deep-learning (DL) approach.

In a first proof-of-concept study, Bayesian tracer-kinetic modeling of DCE-MRI data
was investigated with the purpose to validate accuracy and precision of the param-
eter estimates, as well as to assess therapy response for breast cancer patients from
parameter estimates. To this end, the tracer-kinetic Tofts model was implemented
in a Bayesian probabilistic framework to calculate probability distributions of the
perfusion parameters and determine their uncertainty. This Bayesian Tofts model
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(BTM) allows to incorporate domain knowledge about hemodynamics by means of
a prior probability distribution and combines it with measured data to derive an
information-enriched posterior parameter distribution.

The estimates of the BTM were validated against conventional non-linear least
squares (NLLS) tracer-kinetic analysis with additional bootstrapping as a measure
of uncertainty in a simulation setting using a digital DCE-MRI reference object with
known ground truth. The accuracy of the estimated parameter map for the ex-
change rate Ktrans was assessed by means of the structural similarity index (SSIM)
which showed high accordance with the ground truth for both approaches (SSIMBTM
= 96%, SSIMNLLS = 91%). The precision of the BTM posterior distributions was
found to be in good agreement with the bootstrapped NLLS approach (SSIM = 91%),
which verifies that the posterior distribution of the BTM yields sensible uncertainty
estimates.

The BTM was then applied to a breast cancer DCE-MRI dataset to assess the
treatment response during preoperative neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) and to
discriminate between responder and non-responder. To this end, Ktrans posterior
probability distributions were compared across visits using Cohen’s d, which incor-
porates the standard deviation of the posterior. Assessment of treatment response
was found to be excellent by means of a receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
area under the curve (AUC) of 0.952. In summary, the Bayesian modeling approach
provides robust, intrinsic uncertainty estimates in form of a posterior distribution
and yields precise information about changes in parameter estimates.

To address the problem of tracer-kinetic modeling assumptions, we investigated the
direct prediction of clinical endpoints from raw DCE-CT data using an end-to-end
DL approach in a second proof-of-concept study. The aim of this study was to
develop and train a dedicated convolutional neural network (CNN) that can learn
hemodynamic information from time-resolved CT acquisitions to completely circum-
vent conventional tracer-kinetic analysis. Specifically, we aimed to discriminate a
cohort of acute ischemic stroke patients by small or large core volume in a simplified
classification task without tracer-kinetic modeling.

The CNN model architecture comprises two identical submodels to extract spatial
and temporal features from two 2D+t CT slices which are combined to predict the
dichotomized core volume. Model training was performed in a 10-fold cross validation
setting and evaluation on the test set yielded a mean (standard deviation) ROC
AUC of 0.72(0.10). A final model was created using an ensemble approach and was
independently validated on the external ISLES 2018 challenge dataset (ROC AUC =
0.61). In summary, the proposed end-to-end DL approach circumvents conventional
tracer-kinetic modeling and allows the prediction of dichotomized infarct core volume
from DCE-CT images without underlying tracer kinetic assumptions. The DL model
developed in this proof-of-concept study lays the groundwork for further adaptation
to additional clinically relevant endpoints.
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In conclusion, this works demonstrates two novel approaches for a robust evaluation
of DCE imaging data for perfusion quantification. On the one hand, the confidence
in perfusion parameter estimates is increased by considering the intrinsic uncertainty
of estimates introduced by a Bayesian formulation of tracer-kinetic modeling. On
the other hand, we showed that clinically relevant endpoints can be learned directly
from raw DCE imaging data, circumventing tracer-kinetic analysis, through the use
of specialized convolutional neural networks. The combination of both approaches
in so-called Bayesian neural networks is an emerging research area and could be
suitable to increase the robustness of perfusion quantification and therefore clinical
acceptance even further.



Zusammenfassung

Die dynamische kontrastverstärkte Bildgebung (dynamic contrast-enhanced, DCE)
ist ein bildgebendes Verfahren, bei dem ein Kontrastmittel (contrast agent, CA)
intravenös verabreicht wird und Bilddaten über einen bestimmten Zeitraum aufge-
nommen werden, um den Blutfluss (Perfusion) durch das Gewebe darzustellen. DCE-
Magnetresonanztomographie (MRT) und DCE-Computertomographie (CT) werden
häufig in der klinischen Routine eingesetzt, z. B. zur Schlaganfalldiagnose, in der
Onkologie oder Kardiologie. Die aufgenommenen DCE-MRT- und DCE-CT-Bilder
müssen ausgewertet werden, um hämodynamische Parameter des Gewebes abzulei-
ten, z. B. den Blutfluss oder das Blutvolumen. Die Beurteilung des hämodynamischen
Zustands eines Gewebes kann dann helfen, Durchblutungsstörungen zu erkennen oder
das Therapieansprechen bei einer Tumortherapie zu überwachen.

Die Grundprinzipien für die Auswertung von DCE-Bilddaten sind für MRT und CT
gleich und umfassen zwei unabhängige Schritte. Zunächst werden die zeitabhängigen
Signalintensitäten sowohl in einer versorgenden Arterie als auch im Gewebe gemessen
und in CA-Konzentrationen umgerechnet. Anschließend werden die Konzentrations-
Zeit-Kurven mit Hilfe eines geeigneten Tracer-Kinetik-Modells analysiert, um phy-
siologische, hämodynamische Parameter des Gewebes zu ermitteln. Eine zuverlässige
Quantifizierung dieser hämodynamischen Parameter ist unerlässlich, da Schätzfehler
Auswirkungen auf die klinische Entscheidungsfindung haben können. Die Auswer-
tung von DCE-Bilddaten ist komplex und beruht auf Annäherungen, die nicht im-
mer zutreffen, wie beispielsweise die richtige Wahl des Tracer-Kinetik-Modells. Diese
Arbeit hat das Ziel, die Perfusionsquantifizierung robuster zu gestalten, indem

(i) die Zuverlässigkeit der Parameterschätzungen durch miteinbeziehen der Unsi-
cherheit der Schätzungen mit Hilfe von Bayes’scher Modellierung erhöht wird
und

(ii) die Tracer-Kinetik-Modellierung vollständig übersprungen wird, um klinische
Endpunkte mit Hilfe eines Deep-Learning-(DL-)Ansatzes direkt vorherzusagen.

In einer ersten Proof-of-Concept-Studie wurde die Bayes’sche tracer-kinetische Mo-
dellierung von DCE-MRT-Daten mit dem Ziel untersucht, die Genauigkeit und Präzi-
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sion der Parameterschätzungen zu validieren und das Therapieansprechen bei Brust-
krebspatientinnen mit Hilfe der geschätzen Parameter zu bewerten. Zu diesem Zweck
wurde das tracer-kinetische Tofts-Modell in einer Bayes’schen probabilistischen Um-
gebung implementiert, um die Unsicherheit der Perfusionsparameterschätzungen zu
berechnen. Dieses Bayes’sche Tofts-Modell (BTM) ermöglicht es, Domänenwissen
über die Hämodynamik des Gewebes mittels einer A-priori-Wahrscheinlichkeits-
verteilung, kurz Prior, einzubeziehen. Kombiniert mit den gemessenen Daten, kann
eine spezifischere A-posteriori -Verteilung der Parameter, kurz Posterior, abgeleitet
werden.

Die Schätzungen des BTM wurden gegenüber der konventionellen Tracer-Kinetik-
Analyse (non-linear least squares, NLLS) mit zusätzlichem Bootstrapping als Maß
für die Unsicherheit validiert. In einer Simulationsstudie wurde dafür ein digitales
DCE-MRT-Referenzobjekt mit bekannter ground truth verwendet. Die Genauigkeit
der geschätzten Parameterkarte für die Austauschrate Ktrans wurde mit Hilfe des
structural similarity index (SSIM) bewertet, der für beide Ansätze eine hohe Über-
einstimmung mit der ground truth zeigte (SSIMBTM = 96%, SSIMNLLS = 91%).
Die Präzision der Posterior-Verteilung stimmte gut mit dem NLLS-Bootstrapping-
Ansatz überein (SSIM = 91%), d.h. die Posterior-Verteilung des BTM liefert sinnvolle
Unsicherheitsabschätzungen.

Das BTM wurde dann auf einen Brustkrebs-DCE-MRT-Datensatz angewandt, um
das Ansprechen auf die Behandlung während einer präoperativen neoadjuvanten Che-
motherapie (NACT) zu bewerten und zwischen respondern und non-respondern zu
unterscheiden. Zu diesem Zweck wurden die Ktrans-Posterior-Wahrscheinlichkeits-
verteilungen über die verschiedenen Besuche hinweg unter Verwendung von Cohens d
verglichen, wodurch die Standardabweichung des Posteriors mit einfließt. Die Bewer-
tung des Therapieansprechens wurde mit einer Fläche unter der receiver operating
characteristics Kurve (ROC AUC) von 0,952 als hervorragend eingestuft. Zusam-
menfassend liefert der Bayes’sche Modellierungsansatz robuste, intrinsische Unsi-
cherheitsschätzungen in Form einer Posterior-Verteilung und präzise Informationen
über Änderungen der Parameterschätzungen.

Um das Approximationsproblem bei der tracer-kinetischen Modellierung zu adres-
sieren, wurde in einer zweiten Proof-of-Concept-Studie die direkte Vorhersage von
klinischen Endpunkten aus DCE-CT-Rohdaten unter Verwendung eines End-to-End-
DL-Ansatzes untersucht. Ziel dieser Studie war es, ein spezielles neuronales Netzwerk
(convolutional neural network, CNN) zu entwickeln und zu trainieren, das hämo-
dynamische Informationen aus zeitaufgelösten CT-Aufnahmen lernen kann, um die
konventionelle tracer-kinetische Analyse vollständig zu umgehen. Konkret sollte eine
Kohorte von Patienten mit akutem ischämischem Schlaganfall in einer vereinfach-
ten Klassifizierungsaufgabe ohne tracer-kinetische Modellierung nach kleinem oder
großem Infarktkernvolumen unterschieden werden.

Die CNN-Modellarchitektur besteht aus zwei identischen Teilmodellen zur Extrak-
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tion räumlicher und zeitlicher Merkmale aus zwei 2D+t CT-Schichten, die zur Vor-
hersage des dichotomen Infarktkernvolumens kombiniert werden. Das Training des
Modells wurde in einer 10-fachen Kreuzvalidierung durchgeführt, und die Auswer-
tung des Testdatensatzes ergab eine mittlere (Standardabweichung) ROC AUC von
0,72(0,10). Ein finales Modell wurde mithilfe eines Ensemble-Ansatzes erstellt und
unabhängig auf dem externen ISLES 2018 Challenge-Datensatz validiert (ROC AUC
= 0,61). Zusammenfassend umgeht der vorgeschlagene End-to-End-DL-Ansatz die
konventionelle Perfusionsanalyse und ermöglicht die Vorhersage des dichotomen In-
farktkernvolumens aus DCE-CT-Bildern ohne zugrunde liegende Tracer-Kinetik-An-
nahmen. Das in dieser Proof-of-Concept-Studie entwickelte DL-Modell legt den Grund-
stein für weitere Anpassungen an zusätzliche klinisch relevante Endpunkte.

Zusammengefasst konnte in dieser Arbeit eine robuste Auswertung von DCE-Bild-
daten für die Perfusionsquantifizierung mit Hilfe zweier neuartiger Analysemethoden
demonstriert werden. Einerseits wird das Vertrauen in die Perfusionsparameterschät-
zungen erhöht, indem die intrinsische Unsicherheit der Schätzungen berücksichtigt
wird, die durch eine Bayes’sche Formulierung der Tracer-Kinetik-Modellierung ermit-
telt werden kann. Andererseits konnten wir zeigen, dass klinische Endpunkte direkt
aus den Rohdaten der DCE-Bildgebung durch den Einsatz von neuronalen Netzen
gelernt werden können, um so die Tracer-Kinetik-Analyse komplett zu umgehen. Die
Kombination beider Ansätze in sogenannten Bayes’schen neuronalen Netzen ist eine
aufstrebende Forschungsrichtung und könnte geeignet sein, die Robustheit der Per-
fusionsquantifizierung und dadurch die klinische Akzeptanz noch weiter zu erhöhen.



1 | Introduction

In the context of medical imaging, perfusion is defined as the delivery of blood to the
capillary beds and is measured as the rate of delivery per unit of time and tissue [1].
In contrast to the bulk blood flow in arteries and veins, perfusion describes blood
flow at the capillary level which controls the body’s metabolism by supplying tissue
and cells with nutrients and removing waste products. Thus, it is an important
parameter to characterize the hemodynamic status of the microvasculature. Further
hemodynamic parameters include the density of blood vessels, the permeability of
the vessel walls or the mean transit time of the blood.

Impaired or disrupted perfusion results in a lack of blood supply and is associated
with various pathologies. Hypoperfused brain tissue for example is related to is-
chemic stroke [2] and malperfused cardiovascular tissue can lead to chronic heart
diseases such as myocardial infarction [3]. Furthermore, the assessment of the hemo-
dynamic state of tumors is of great interest to understand growth and proliferation
compared to normal tissue or monitor therapy response [4–6].

The assessment of the hemodynamics of tissue can be differentiated into contrast
agent (CA) free methods on the one hand, e.g., diffusion weighted imaging [7] or
arterial spin labeling in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [8] and dynamic contrast-
enhanced (DCE) imaging approaches [9] on the other hand, available in, e.g., MRI
and computed tomography (CT). Due to the administration of CA, the latter are
so-called bolus-tracking experiments which have their origin in nuclear medicine and,
for medical imaging, date back to the 1980s [10, 11]. In this work, the focus lies on the
assessment of hemodynamics using DCE imaging and the subsequent quantification
of tissue perfusion.

To quantify perfusion in a bolus-tracking experiment, CA is first injected intra-
venously and multiple 2D or 3D images are acquired over a certain time range. These
time-resolved 2D+t or 3D+t images show the passage of contrast agent through tis-
sue, indicated by temporally varying signal intensities in the proximity of the tracer.
Next, the time-dependent signal intensities are measured in a supplying artery and
in the tissue of interest and are converted to CA concentrations. The concentration-
time curves are then analyzed by an appropriate tracer-kinetic model which yields
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physiological hemodynamic parameters of the tissue, e.g. relative blood volume or
blood flow [12–16].

Reliable quantification of hemodynamic parameters is essential, as estimation errors
can have implications on clinical decision making [17]. However, the evaluation of
contrast-enhanced imaging is complex and depends on approximations that may not
always apply, e.g., the right localization of the supplying artery, the estimation of CA
concentration or the correct choice of a tracer-kinetic model. This work aims to make
perfusion quantification more robust by i) calculating uncertainty in perfusion pa-
rameter estimates using Bayesian modeling and ii) skipping tracer-kinetic modeling
completely to directly predict clinical endpoints using a deep learning approach.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: chapter 2 provides the necessary
background to understand perfusion imaging and tracer-kinetic analysis for MRI
and CT. It elaborates further on DCE analysis methods including basics of Bayesian
statistics and deep learning for image classification. In chapter 3, the author’s con-
tributions to the original publications (chapter 4 and chapter 5) can be found.



2 | Background

2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of biological tissue is a non-invasive imaging
modality based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The aim is to reconstruct an
image from the spatial distribution and relaxation characteristics of, most frequently,
hydrogen nuclei 1H. This section provides an overview about the fundamentals of
MRI and is based on standard textbooks [18, 19].

2.1.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

The principle of NMR is the interaction of nuclear spin, denoted as the angular
momentum quantum number I, with an external magnetic field. The magnetic
moment of a nucleus µ is connected to a non-zero nuclear spin I by the nucleus-
specific gyromagnetic ratio γ via

µ = γI. (2.1)

When exposed to an external magnetic field B, the behavior of a nucleus can be
described by the classical equation for a magnetic dipole

dµ

dt
= γµ×B. (2.2)

It follows that the hydrogen nuclei start to precess about the direction of the magnetic
field with the Larmor frequency

ω0 = γB. (2.3)

When an ensemble of nuclei is exposed to a static magnetic fieldB0 = B0êz, a macro-
scopic magnetization gradually builds up. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, the isotropic
distribution of the ensemble of spins in a liquid sample is slightly skewed due to the
magnetic field, introducing a net magnetization M(t). The dynamic properties of
the macroscopic magnetization can be described by the same equations of motion as
for a single nucleus as

dM(t)

dt
= γM(t)×B(t). (2.4)
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Particularly, the transverse part of the magnetization also precesses with the Larmor
frequency ω0 about the direction of the magnetic field.

Figure 2.1: Angular spin distribution for an ensemble of spins in a liquid sample.
The distribution is isotropic without an external magnetic field (left) and gets slightly
skewed when exposed to a static magnetic field B0 (right), yielding a net magneti-
zation M(t) (red arrow).

2.1.2 Excitation and Relaxation

To measure a signal in MRI, the macroscopic magnetization needs to be excited by an
additional oscillating magnetic field B1(t). The oscillating field B1(t) is set to rotate
about the direction êz of the static magnetic field, tuned to the Larmor frequency
ω0. Applying B1(t) for a certain amplitude and time ∆t, defines a radiofrequency
(RF) pulse which perturbs the macroscopic magnetization from the z-axis by the flip
angle

α = γB1∆t. (2.5)

After excitation with a 90◦ RF pulse, the magnetization M precesses in the trans-
verse xy-plane and generates a RF field itself. This electromagnetic field induces
an electric current in the coils which constitutes the signal in MRI. Immediately
after excitation, the magnetization starts to relax until it returns to its equilibrium
magnetization M0 = M0êz. This relaxation process is caused by interactions of the
excited spins with their surrounding (spin-lattice) and with each other (spin-spin).

The spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation time T1 describes the exponential recovery
of the longitudinal part of the magnetization Mz. The energy gained during the
relaxation process is transferred as heat to the lattice. The spin-spin or transverse
relaxation time T2 characterizes the irreversible exponential decay of the transverse
part of the magnetization Mxy caused by a loss of phase coherence between the
spins. The actual decay is faster than explained by T2 alone because of additional
magnetic field inhomogeneities. This reversible part of the relaxation is denoted as
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T ′2-relaxation and the entire decay of Mxy, referred to as free induction decay (FID),
is characterized by the time constant T ∗2 , defined as

1

T ∗2
=

1

T2
+

1

T ′2
. (2.6)

2.1.3 Echo Formation

As introduced above, the T ′2-relaxation caused by static local inhomogeneities of the
external magnetic field can be reversed. Depending on their spatial position, the
spins rotate at slightly different frequencies and start to dephase. By applying an
180◦-RF pulse, the magnetization vectors and phases of the spins are inverted. The
same static inhomogeneities now cause the spins to rephase, forming a spin echo at
the echo time TE .

The generation of gradient echoes is governed by similar principles of dephasing and
rephasing, but relies on the application of an additional magnetic field gradient G,
superimposed with the static magnetic field B0. As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, a constant
negative gradient −G along the z-axis in the time interval (t1, t2) causes a phase
accumulation for spins at position z. This phase accumulation is compensated by
the inverse gradient +G, applied during the time interval (t3, t4), forming a gradient
echo at timepoint TE .

t1 t2 t3 TE t4
t

Gz

G

-G

0

Figure 2.2: Scheme for a gradient echo in a 1D MRI experiment. The gradient echo
forms at the time point TE, exactly when the integral of the first negative gradient
lobe cancels the second positive gradient lobe. Adapted from [20].
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2.1.4 Spatial Encoding and Image Reconstruction

Spins that are exposed to the same static magnetic field B0 exhibit the same Larmor
frequency ω0. In order to get information about the location of a spin in a sample, it
is possible to spatially encode the spins with an additional gradient field; the external
magnetic field becomes then

B(x, t) = B0 +G(t) · xêz. (2.7)

Assuming a gradient field Gx(t) with spatial variation in x, then

ωG(x, t) = γxGx(t) (2.8)

defines a frequency encoding of spins along x and links position to precession rate.
Likewise, the transverse part of the magnetizationMxy(x, t) now depends on time and
location. The detected signal S(t) is proportional to the transverse magnetization
integrated along x,

S(t) ∝
∫

dxMxy(x, t), (2.9)

which takes on the form of a Fourier transform of the spin density ρ(x) at the point
k(t). Since k(t) is determined by G(t), tuning the gradient field allows to measure
S(t) = S(k(t)) (neglecting a scaling factor) at arbitrary points ki.

This principle can be generalized to two dimensions by introducing another gradient
field Gy(t) along the y axis which defines the so-called phase encoding. The signal
can then be measured in an equidistantly spaced grid of Nx ·Ny points, illustrated
in Fig. 2.3. The distance between two points ∆k determines the field of view (FOV)
and since the discrete Fourier transform is reversible, also determines the spatial
resolution of the reconstructed MR image as

∆x =
FOV

N
=

2π

N∆k
. (2.10)

In three dimensions, k(t) is extended to a three dimensional vector k(t). The result-
ing vector space is called k-space. Image reconstruction can be performed by inverse
(discrete) fast Fourier transform of the acquired k-space data.
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Figure 2.3: Cartesian k-space sampling in a 2D slice. In total, Nx · Ny points are
sampled, the distance between two points is denoted as ∆k.

2.2 Computed Tomography Imaging

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a medical imaging technique which uses a
rotating X-ray tube and detectors to generate digital, cross-sectional images. The
basic principle of CT imaging is the measurement of X-ray attenuation of a physical
object from different directions to compute an image. This section provides an
overview about the fundamentals of CT imaging and is based on standard textbooks
[21, 22].

2.2.1 X-ray Generation

The X-rays for CT imaging originate from a cathode tube with applied voltages
between 25 and 150 keV. The temperature of the source metal must be high enough
to overcome the binding energy of the electrons, creating an electron cloud at the
filament. The tube voltage accelerates the electrons to the anode where they are
abruptly stopped by interactions with the orbital electrons and the atomic nuclei of
the anode material.

The electron-matter interaction at the anode creates bremsstrahlung, a multi-process
cascade which represents the main contribution to the X-ray spectrum, illustrated in
Fig. 2.4. Superimposed is a characteristic line spectrum which originates from ioniza-
tion and subsequent gamma emission of the anode material. Direct electron-nucleus
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interaction is relatively rare and constitutes to the upper limit of the spectrum.

Figure 2.4: X-ray spectrum of a tungsten anode at acceleration voltages of Ua = 80
and 100kV. The anode angle is 10◦ and 2mm Al filtering has been applied. The plots
shows the continuous bremsstrahlung and the superimposed characteristic peaks.
Created using SpekPy version 2.0.7 [23].

The generation of X-rays by electron deceleration is a rare process. Within a conven-
tional anode, approximately 99% of the kinetic energy of the electrons is converted to
heat. Furthermore, the intensity of the bremsstrahlung is proportional to the atomic
number Z of the anode material. Tungsten fulfills the requirements for high heat
load and large Z and is therefore often used as anode material.

The quality of the X-ray beam, i.e., size and shape of the X-ray focus, determines
the quality of the generated image. Relativistic effects of high energy electrons and
self-absorption of the generated photons on the anode surface can lead to intensity
reduction at the detector, deteriorating the image. Furthermore, the image quality
is influenced by the attenuation behavior of the X-rays traveling through matter.
Lower-energy X-rays of the poly-chromatic spectrum are attenuated more strongly
which results in the so called beam-hardening effect. Applying a thin metal layer
beam filter on the anode results in decreased intensity but increased average energy
which mitigates downstream beam-hardening artifacts.

2.2.2 Photon–Matter Interaction

The interaction of X-rays with matter causes attenuation of the initial photon in-
tensity. The following principal, competing physical processes contribute to this
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macroscopic attenuation: Rayleigh scattering, photoelectric absorption, Compton
scattering and pair production.

Rayleigh scattering is the elastic scattering of photons if the diameter of the nucleus is
small compared to the wavelength of the incident photon. This process is observed
mainly at low photon energies. While only the direction of the scattered photon
changes, no energy is transferred.

Photoelectric absorption describes the total absorption of photon energy hν by a
bound electron. The interacting electron is emitted from the atom with the incident
photon energy minus the binding energy of the electron in an ionization process. The
vacant space is filled by a nearby free electron and as a result, characteristic X-ray
fluorescence lines can be measured. If the fluorescence X-ray radiation is absorbed
by another electron, the so-called Auger process is triggered. The photoelectric
effect cross-section has a strong dependence on the photon energy hν and the atomic
number Z,

σPhoto ∝
Z4

hν3
(2.11)

(for photon energies below 50 keV), which is the reason for the choice of high-Z
elements as contrast media, e.g., iodine (I, Z=53).

Compton scattering is the inelastic scattering of photons on quasi-free electrons.
Energy of the incident photon is transferred to the scattered electron which is emitted
from the atom. The scattered photon has a reduced wavelength ∆λ which depends
on the scatter angle θ. The Compton scattering cross section depends linearly on
the atomic number

σCompton ∝ Z. (2.12)

Pair production is the dominant process for high photon energies hν > 2× 511 keV.
After a short distance, the positron annihilates with an electron which produces two
γ-rays traveling in approximately opposite directions with 511 keV each.

The linear attenuation coefficient µ is composed by the individual cross sections and
can be calculated as

µ =
ρNA

A
· σtot, (2.13)

with density ρ, atomic weight A, Avogadro constant NA and the total cross section
σtot. The total attenuation of X-rays in matter depends on the penetrated material
and the energy of the photons. The energy of photons in diagnostic imaging ranges
between 20 and 150 keV, therefore the photoelectric effect and Compton scattering
are the dominant contributions to the total attenuation. Fig. 2.5 shows the individual
contributions for water in the diagnostic energy window of CT.
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Figure 2.5: Mass attenuation coefficient µ/ρ over incident photon energy hν for
H2O in the energy range of diagnostic imaging. Data source: Photon Cross Sections
Database (XCOM) [24].

2.2.3 Lambert-Beer’s Law and X-ray detection

Assuming a monochromatic X-ray beam penetrating a homogeneous object with
thickness s, the radiation intensity can be calculated by Lambert-Beer’s law of at-
tenuation:

I(s) = I0e
−µs (2.14)

with the single, constant attenuation coefficient µ and the measured intensity I(s).

Problems with Lambert–Beer’s law arise when dealing with non-homogeneous ma-
terial, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. If the attenuation coefficient is dependent on the
position within the penetrated material µ(η), then equation 2.14 is no longer correct.
Instead, accounting for spatially varying attenuation over a distance s along the path
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of the X-ray beam η, the intensity calculates as

I(s) = I(0)e−
∫ s
0 µ(η)dη. (2.15)

𝐼! 𝐼!

𝜂 𝜂

𝐼𝐼

𝑠𝑠

Figure 2.6: Attenuation of radiation intensity I of monochromatic X-rays passing
through matter with thickness s along the path η. The left side corresponds to
equation 2.14 for a homogeneous object, the right side represents equation 2.15 for
inhomogeneous objects. Adapted from [21].

X-rays are detected indirectly via interaction with the detector material after trav-
eling through matter. This interaction follows the same principles of photon-matter
interaction described above. The quality of the detector depends on the geometric
and quantum efficiency, in other words, the conversion rate of X-rays that contribute
to the signal. Modern CTs are equipped with solid-state scintillator detectors which
have a high quantum efficiency, i.e., a high energy conversion due to photoelectric
absorption. However, a relatively thick collimator grid is needed to prevent the detec-
tion of scattered X-rays, which in turn leads to a reduced spatial detector resolution.
Solid-state flat-panel detectors are the extension of scintillator detectors to multiple
rows or slices. This increases the geometric efficiency as cylindrical detector systems
are adapted to the cone-beam source.

2.2.4 Image Acquisition

A CT image of an object is acquired by measuring a finite number of line integrals
along the path of an X-ray beam η to the detector to determine the distribution of
the attenuation coefficient µ(ξ, η) within the object (Fig. 2.7). Although modern
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CT scanners acquire data in a cone-beam geometry or spiral, the basics of image
reconstruction are best explained for parallel beam geometry. Assuming a fixed pro-
jection angle φ, the X-ray source is shifted along the axis ξ and the X-rays traveling
through the object along η create an attenuation profile. For a particular projection
angle φ and a linear source position ξ, the projection integral is given as

pφ(ξ) =

∫ s

0
µ(ξ, η)dη (2.16)

Subsequently, the X-ray source and detector unit is rotated further and shifted again,
until the object to be reconstructed is illuminated over a range of at least 180◦. The
full set of projections is called the Radon transform of the image or sinogram.

The aim is to reconstruct the object function f(x, y) from the measured projection
data pφ(ξ). Therefore, the projections are transformed into frequency space (u, v)
using a 1D Fourier Transform F1d. The Fourier slice theorem allows us to identify
each projection profile with a radial line in the Cartesian frequency space and su-
perimpose them according to their projection angle φ. Now, an inverse 2D Fourier
transform F−12d is carried out to reconstruct the object function f(x, y) which yields
the distribution of attenuation values as a function of the fixed patient coordinate
system (x, y). This simple backprojection introduces blurring of the reconstructed
image as each point in the projection contributes to the whole image instead of its
original 2D position. To counteract this unsharpening, each projection is convolved
with a high pass filter before backprojection. Next to this filtered backprojection
reconstruction approach, most modern CT scanner use iterative reconstruction to
obtain the object function from the projection data.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic illustration for CT image reconstruction. An object with
unknown attenuation coefficient µ(ξ, η) is radiated with X-rays from multiple pro-
jection angles φ over a range of at least 180◦. For a fixed projection angle φ, the X-ray
source is shifted along ξ and the X-rays traveling through the object along η create
an attenuation profile - the projection pφ(ξ). The projections are then transformed
into frequency space (u, v) using a 1D Fourier Transform F1d and superimposed ac-
cording to their projection angle. Finally, an inverse 2D Fourier transform F−12d is
carried out to reconstruct the object function f(x, y) which yields the distribution
of attenuation values as a function of the fixed patient coordinate system.

2.3 Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Imaging

Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) imaging is an imaging technique based on the
dynamic acquisition of multiple images in order to assess and quantify hemodynamic
parameters of tissue perfusion. Perfusion describes the passage of fluid through the
circulatory system to an organ or tissue. In particular, it refers to the delivery
of blood to the capillary bed and is measured as volume per unit time per unit
tissue mass. To make this passage visible, contrast agents (CA) are usually injected
intravenously and images are acquired before, during and after the administration of
CA [16]. The CA acts as an indicator and causes time-dependent changes in signal
intensity. Analysis and quantification of the measured signals in DCE imaging relies
on two independent steps:

1. Time-dependent signal intensities are measured in a supplying artery and the
tissue of interest and are then converted to CA concentrations using dedicated
signal theory of the respective imaging modality.

2. Time-concentration curves are analyzed using tracer-kinetic theory to derive
hemodynamic parameters.
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2.3.1 Data Acquisition

DCE data acquisition aims at providing time-resolved signal intensities S(t) of the
passage of CA through tissue of interest. For that purpose, multiple images need to
be acquired for a specific period of time, balancing various competing requirements.
Spatial coverage, for example, needs to be large enough to include the tissue regions
of interest and its supplying artery, while the spatial resolution must be high enough
to delineate relevant tissue structures. Likewise, acquisition time needs to be long
enough to cover the slowest perfusion processes, while the temporal resolution, i.e.,
the time between two acquisitions, must be faster than the fastest processes [25]. At
the same time, image noise needs to be minimized, e.g., by sacrificing spatial and
temporal resolution, such that the contrast-to-noise ratio is sufficient to detect signal
enhancement induced by the CA.

Additional difficulties arise, when measuring the CA concentration in the tissue-
feeding artery, often referred to as arterial input function or AIF. To be able to
accurately apply tracer-kinetic analysis (see subsection 2.3.3), the AIF needs to be
measured precisely at the inlet to the tissue of interest. In practice, a single AIF
is measured at a sufficiently large artery and bolus dispersion between tissue pixels
and the site of measurement is often ignored, resulting in an error in hemodynamic
parameter estimation [26]. In addition, measuring the AIF yields CA concentra-
tions for the whole arterial blood. To obtain the concentration for arterial blood
plasma, the scaling factor (1 − hct) is applied to the measured concentration, with
hct representing the hematocrit or volume percentage of red blood cells.

Furthermore, partial-volume effects are observed for arteries that are smaller than
the order of magnitude of the spatial resolution [27]. Underestimations due to the
influence of surrounding tissue can be corrected by a reference measurement in a
larger vein. In particular, this applies for DCE imaging in the brain where the AIF
is sometimes measured in the sagittal sinus, because feeding arteries are too small.
Using an AIF from a draining vessel for analysis can be justified, as long as the time
scale between two images is large enough so that differences between arterial and
venous timing can be neglected. As a last resort, a population-averaged AIF can be
used to approximate the CA concentration in the supplying artery [28].

In DCE-MRI, the most common CA is based on Gadolinium Gd3+ which has strong
paramagnetic properties. Through dipole-dipole interactions with nearby water pro-
tons, the T1 and T2 relaxation times are reduced in proportion to CA concentration,
thereby increasing signal intensity, depending on the pulse sequence. In DCE-CT,
an iodine-based CA is used which increases X-ray attenuation linear to its concen-
tration. The first step in DCE analysis is therefore to calculate the time-dependent
CA concentration from the unique changes in signal intensity.
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2.3.2 Converting signal to concentration

Signal Enhancement Assuming that the CA concentration c(t) is proportional
to the change in signal intensity, it can be approximated by the signal enhancement
(SE) S(t)− S0:

c(t) = k · (S(t)− S0). (2.17)

Here, S0 is the precontrast signal acquired before the administration of CA, often
averaged over multiple precontrast timepoints and k is an a priori unknown constant.
Assuming that k is tissue independent, i.e., that it is equal in the supplying artery and
the tissue of interest, it cancels out when applying tracer-kinetic theory (see section
2.3.3). For DCE-CT, this assumption is satisfied for realistic CA concentrations [29].
Since the CT signal is measured in Hounsfield units (HU) which is directly related
to the X-ray attenuation coefficients, the CA concentration c(t) can be calculated
directly from eq. 2.17.

Relative Signal Enhancement In DCE-MRI, k depends on tissue type and loca-
tion and the measured signal has a non-linear proportionality to the concentration,
in particular at peak concentrations. Additional calibration measurement, e.g., of
the coil sensitivity profile or the flip angle, would be required to determine k. As
an alternative, c(t) can be approximated by normalizing the signal change to the
baseline via relative signal enhancement (RSE), defined as:

c(t) =
R10

r1

S(t)− S0
S0

. (2.18)

Here, R10 is the precontrast relaxation rate and r1 is the specific relaxivity of the
CA. In comparison to eq. 2.17, the scaling factor for RSE is independent of coil
sensitivity and flip angle, instead, it depends on the measurement of R10 in tissue
and the supplying artery which is feasible with standard MRI techniques.

Absolute MR units The most accurate approach to derive CA concentrations uses
the exact signal equation of the respective MR sequence to determine time-dependent
relaxation rates R1(t), which have a linear relation to the CA concentration [30].
Due to the similarity to HU in DCE-CT regarding the linearity to concentration, the
name absolute MR units has emerged [16]. As an example, the signal equation for
the spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) sequence in steady state is used with the baseline
signal S0(t), flip angle α and repetition time TR:

S(t) = S0 sin(α)
1− e−TRR1(t)

1− cos(α)e−TRR1(t)
. (2.19)

Eq. (2.19) is solved for the time-dependent relaxation rate R1(t):

R1(t) = − 1

TR
log

(
1−A

1− cos(α)A

)
, (2.20)
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with the auxiliary variable

A =
S(t)

S0

1− e−TRR10

1− cos(α)e−TRR10
. (2.21)

The time-dependent concentration c(t) can then be calculated from the linear relation
to the change in relaxation rates R1(t)−R10:

c(t) = (R1(t)−R10)/r1. (2.22)

2.3.3 Tracer-kinetic Modeling

Measurement of DCE signal intensities and conversion to CA concentration builds
the basis for the second step of DCE image analysis. The aim is to quantify contrast
agent kinetics and derive hemodynamic information about the tissue of interest. The
simplest approach is to describe the form of the concentration-time curves alone, e.g.
maximum or time-to-peak, which yields descriptive parameters that lack clear phys-
iological interpretation and are therefore only of limited use. Tracer-kinetic theory
aims to describe the exact form of the concentration-time curves by considering the
hemodynamic properties of the tissue of interest and the CA concentration in its
supplying artery.

Tracer-kinetic Theory The standard tracer-kinetic theory is valid for tissues that
are linear and stationary, i.e., the response is proportional to CA concentration and
independent of the injection time [13, 14]. If satisfied, the CA concentration in the
tissue ct(t) is related to the concentration in the arterial blood plasma ca(t) by the
convolution with a residual function R(t):

ct(t) = Fp ·R(t) ∗ ca(t). (2.23)

In eq. 2.23, ∗ denotes the convolution, Fp is the plasma flow that transports CA to
the tissue and ca(t) represents the AIF. R(t) is the monotonously decreasing tissue
residue function that is always positive, satisfies R(0) = 1 and represents the fraction
of tracer that is present in the tissue after an idealized, instantaneous (delta-shaped)
CA administration.

The quantification of hemodynamic parameters thus relies on the determination of
the product Fp · R(t), referred to as impulse response function (IRF), from the CA
concentrations measured in tissue and the feeding artery. Since all hemodynamic
information is contained in the IRF, the aim of tracer-kinetic modeling is to separate
out the distinct contributions and derive appropriate parameters. A straight-forward
approach is deconvolution [31], which has the purpose to numerically determine R(t)
from the measured concentrations without making assumptions about the form of the
residue function. Since R(0) = 1, the maximum of the IRF can thus be determined
as the plasma flow Fp and the area under R(t) is the mean transit time (MTT).
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Tissue Models Beyond the model-free deconvolution approach, model-based ap-
proaches exist that make explicit assumptions about the form of R(t) and encode
prior information about the tissue physiology. The internal structure and physio-
logical process of microcirculation for typical tissues of interest is illustrated in Fig.
2.8.

Tissue is composed of cells, surrounded by the interstitium or extravascular extracel-
lular space (EES) with volume ve. The intravascular plasma volume of the capillaries
is defined by the corresponding volume vp. The plasma flow Fp pushes red blood
cells and blood plasma through the capillary and transports CA into the system. It
is defined as plasma volume (ml) that enters a unit of tissue volume (ml) per unit
of time (min), resulting in units of 1/min. PS or permeability-surface area prod-
uct is the rate of exchange between the blood plasma and the EES, defined as the
number of contrast agent molecules (mmol) that extravasate per unit of time (min),
plasma concentration (M) and tissue volume (ml). Like the plasma flow, PS has
units 1/min. Furthermore, it is assumed that the backflux of PS equals the influx.
Hence, the microcirculation in tissue is described by four independent parameters:
Fp, PS, vp and ve.

Two Compartment Exchange Model Since most contrast agents in DCE imag-
ing do not cross cell membranes and are therefore extracellular, most tracer-kinetic
tissue models characterize two areas and their interactions with each other and the
arterial system: the vascular space with the plasma volume vp and the extravascular
extracellular space with the interstitial volume ve. The total measured tissue concen-
tration ct(t) is thus composed as the weighted sum of the individual contributions:

ct(t) = vpcp(t) + vece(t). (2.24)

These two areas are assumed to be composed of interchanging, well-mixed compart-
ments, in which the CA is distributed instantly and uniformly. Considering the
conservation of mass in each compartment and that the outflux of a compartment is
proportional to CA concentration, a set of differential equations can be built, which
models the time-dependent concentrations in the compartments:

vp
dcp
dt

(t) = Fpca(t)− Fpcp(t) + PSce(t)− PScp(t) (2.25)

ve
dce
dt

(t) = PScp(t)− PSce(t). (2.26)

The vascular compartment is fed by two sources: the influx of arterial plasma con-
centration carried by the plasma flow Fpca(t) and the influx from the concentration
in the interstitium near the capillary wall carried by the permeability-surface area
product PSce(t). Concentration can drain off the compartment via extravasation to
the interstitium by PScp(t) or the outflux to the venous system by Fpcp(t). The in-
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Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of the internal structure and microcirculation in
typical tissue of interest. The plasma flow Fp pushes red blood cells through a
capillary and transports contrast agent (CA) into the system. The blood plasma
with volume vp exchanges solved molecules via the permeability-surface area product
PS with the extravascular extracellular space (EES) with volume ve. Adapted from
[16].

terstitial compartment is assumed to only exchange concentration with the vascular
compartment via the influx PScp(t) and the outflux PSce(t).

The so-called two compartment exchange model (2CX) is fully defined by eqs. 2.25
and 2.26 and the solution is a residue function Rt(t) = Rp(t)+Re(t), composed of the
sum of two exponentials which yields the four model parameters Fp, PS, vp and ve.
The 2CX model was developed for the analysis of the hemodynamics of tumors [32]
but can be applied for most tissues where the contrast agent accesses the vascular
and interstitial space.

Tofts Model A special case of the 2CX model is the widely used Tofts Model (TM)
[33, 34], illustrated in Fig. 2.9. It assumes a negligible amount of intravascular tracer
(vp → 0) and is valid only in tissue that is weakly vascularized [35]. By assuming
negligible intravascular tracer volume, also the dispersion of CA within the vascular
compartment can be ignored and the vascular plasma concentration is essentially
replaced by the arterial plasma concentration. In order to fully define the TM, only
a modified version of differential eq. 2.26 needs to be considered and the solution is
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a monoexponential residue function Rt(t). The total tissue concentration ct(t) can
then be expressed, using eq. 2.23, as:

ct(t) = Ktranse−tkep ∗ ca(t). (2.27)

Here, the transfer constant Ktrans and the rate constant kep are defined as

Ktrans = EFp kep = Ktrans/ve. (2.28)

The introduction of Ktrans underlines that the extraction fraction E of tracer into
the capillary bed, related to Fp and PS ([36]), and the plasma flow Fp cannot be
measured separately in tissues where the TM is applied.

vE

Ktrans

Figure 2.9: Schematic illustration of the Tofts model (TM) for tissue microcirculation
which assumes a negligible amount of vascular volume vp. The transfer constant
Ktrans describes the transportation and exchange of contrast agent (CA) with the
extravascular extracellular space (EES), represented by the interstitial volume ve.

2.4 DCE Analysis Methods

2.4.1 Conventional Tracer-kinetic Analysis

The standard method for DCE data analysis is to fit an appropriate tracer-kinetic
model to the measured concentration-time curves to derive hemodynamic param-
eters. Fitting is usually performed by a non-linear least squares (NLLS) analysis
([37]) which aims to minimize the sum of squared residuals between model and data
and yields, if successful, a point estimate of the model parameters. To account for
noise in the measured data, an error term ε is added to the model equation ct(t).
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The data yi for one observation of tracer concentration at the timepoint ti is then
given as

yi = ct(ti, θ) + εi. (2.29)

where the model parameters are summarized in the vector θ.

The NLLS approach minimizes the sum of squared errors between the measured data
yi and the model function ct(ti) for N timepoints, expressed as

min
N∑

i=0

(yi − ct(ti, θ))2 = min
N∑

i=0

ε2i . (2.30)

Given successful convergence of the algorithm, the minimization yields the best guess
parameters θ̂.

2.4.2 Bayesian Tracer-kinetic Analysis

Bayesian probabilistic modeling offers an alternative approach embedded in a frame-
work of probability distributions. Briefly, a prior belief about the parameters of a
tracer-kinetic model is formulated as a probability distribution. This way, domain
expertise, e.g. physical constraints of model parameters, can be incorporated. Us-
ing dedicated algorithms, this prior belief is then updated with the information from
measurements to infer the posterior probability distributions of the parameters given
the data [38].

In detail, the prior distribution P (θ) reflects reasonable assumptions about the model
parameters θ prior to the observation of data. A probability distribution is chosen
for each parameter to meet physical or biological constraints such as upper or lower
limits. Likewise to the conventional approach, the observational error εi for a mea-
surement yi at timepoint ti is introduced (eq. 2.29) and furthermore assumed to
be Gaussian with standard deviation σ. In the context of tracer-kinetic modeling,
the likelihood function P (y | θ) can be constructed by computing the product of the
probability distributions for each measurement given the true parameters [39]:

P (y | θ) =
N∏

i=0

N (yi | ct(ti, θ), σ2), (2.31)

with N representing a normal distribution and ct(ti, θ) the CA tissue concentrations.

The product of the likelihood function P (y | θ) and the prior distribution P (θ) is
combined with the observed data to infer the joint posterior distribution P (θ | y)
via Bayes’ theorem:

P (θ | y) =
P (y | θ)P (θ)

P (y)
. (2.32)

The denominator in Eq. (2.32) is referred to as model evidence or marginal likelihood
and calculates as P (y) =

∫
P (θ)P (y | θ)dθ [40]. If the complexity of the model allows
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no analytical solution to this integral, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods
([41]) offer a means to determine the posterior probability distribution. Briefly, a
MCMC algorithm draws samples from a target distribution, which equals the desired
posterior distribution. The accepted parameter proposals are stored in a chain or
trace of estimates ([42]).

An example of a Bayesian tracer-kinetic parameter estimation experiment is shown
in Fig. 2.10. Left, a prior distribution p(θ) is illustrated for a single model parameter,
representing domain knowledge such as θ ∈ [0, 1]. The measured time-concentration
curve y is displayed in the middle. Incorporating information about the measured
data p(y|θ) and sampling via a MCMC algorithm infers the posterior distribution
p(θ|y), displayed on the right. Hereby, information is gained about the parameter’s
accuracy and precision compared to the prior.

Figure 2.10: Bayesian modeling approach. Left: prior distribution p(θ) assumed for
a parameter θ. Middle: observed data y. Right: Using the data distribution p(y|θ),
the prior distribution p(θ) and sampling with an MCMC algorithm, the posterior
distribution p(θ|y) is inferred. Information about the parameter’s accuracy and
precision is gained.

Through recent algorithmic developments [43] and the increasing availability of com-
putational power, the use of Bayesian modeling approaches is spreading in various
disciplines and has already shown to be a robust and accurate alternative for the
analysis of MR imaging data [44–47]. The posterior probability distributions that
result from Bayesian modeling greatly increase the interpretability of analysis results.
Compared to simple NLLS point estimates, entire parameter probability distributions
allow for a straightforward assessment of parameter changes. Hence, it is possible
to assess if a parameter has truly changed in the course of a therapy or whether the
change has only occurred within the uncertainty of the estimation ([48]).

2.4.3 Deep-Learning Approach for Perfusion Imaging

Deep learning (DL) is a class of machine learning methods with the capability to
learn data-driven features from images. DL is particularly useful for analysis of large
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bodies of unstructured data, such as radiological images and has been successfully
applied to a variety of medical imaging task including image reconstruction, segmen-
tation and image classification. Machine learning in general and DL in particular
can be distinguished into three main paradigms which include supervised learning,
unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning. This work focuses on image clas-
sification, a supervised DL task. The aim is to learn a mapping function between
input and output which is inferred from labeled training data, based on example
input-output pairs. Based on [49, 50], this section briefly describes the basics of
artificial neural networks and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to understand
their application to DCE imaging data. For a more in-depth introduction, the reader
is advised to, e.g., [51].

Artificial Neural Networks An artificial neuron is the elementary unit in an
artificial neural network and is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.11. It takes multiple
inputs xi which have a separate weighting wi plus an additional bias b. The artificial
neuron computes the sum of weighted inputs

z =
m∑

i=1

wixi + b (2.33)

and passes it through a non-linear activation function f(z) to generate an output ŷ.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic illustration of a simple artificial neuron. Given multiple
weighted inputs xiwi, the artificial neuron calculates the sum, passes it through the
activation function f and produces an output ŷ.

Activation functions are often nonlinear, monotonously increasing and differentiable.
The activation function for the simplest form of an artificial neuron, the perceptron,
is the Heaviside step function which produces a binary output. Sigmoid neurons
are built similar to perceptrons but instead of a binary output, they yield any value
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between zero and one. The output is calculated using the sigmoid function:

f(z) = σ(z) =
1

1 + e−z
(2.34)

Due to the characteristics of the sigmoid function, small changes in inputs x and
weights w only cause small changes in the output ŷ. Furthermore, the derivative
of the sigmoid function calculates as σ(z)(1 − σ(z)), a property that simplifies the
learning process described in section 2.4.3. The sigmoid neuron is the basic building
block of a simple artificial neural network.

The basic architecture of a simple neural network consists of multiple sigmoid neurons
stacked in layers as illustrated in Fig. 2.12. The leftmost input layer consists of three
input neurons, connected to the four neurons of the hidden layer in the middle. The
rightmost output layer consists of a single output neuron. Since all neurons of a
layer are connected to all neurons of its neighboring layers, this network is called
fully connected (FC). A simple FC network with one layer is sufficient to represent
any function [50].

Input layer Hidden layer Output layer

Figure 2.12: Architecture of a fully connected artificial neural network. Multiple
sigmoid neurons are stacked in an input layer on the left, which is connected to a
hidden layer in the middle and a single output layer on the right.

The Learning Process In order to learn, a neural networks requires a loss or
cost function C, a quantitative measure which determines the differences between
targets and predictions. The cost function takes weights and biases from all neurons
in all layers into account. The aim of the learning process is to find weights and
biases which minimize this cost function. For classification tasks, the binary cross-
entropy cost function is often used which calculates the average cross-entropy across
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all inputs:

C = − 1

n

n∑

j=1

[yj ln aLj + (1− yj) ln(1− aLj )]. (2.35)

Here, n is the number of inputs, yj is the target output and aLj = σ(z) the output
or activation of all neurons in the output layer L. To find the minimum of C, small
changes in the weights and biases of the network ∆ν = (∆w,∆b) are introduced and
the gradient ∇C = (∂C∂w ,

∂C
∂b ) is calculated to relate these changes to the resulting

changes in C:
∆C ≈ ∇C∆ν. (2.36)

The small changes in weights and biases can now be chosen to make ∆C negative,
i.e., to reduce the cost function, by choosing an appropriate learning rate η:

∆ν = −η∇C. (2.37)

This process is known as gradient descent and is repeated until the cost function
reaches a global minimum. To speed up training, stochastic gradient descent can be
used, which approximates ∇C from a random sample of inputs.

Convolutional Neural Networks When dealing with images as network input,
fully connected artificial neural networks as described above are not ideal, as the
spatial structure of the image is lost when expressed in vector form. To take this
spatial structure into account, convolutional neural networks are particularly well
suited [49]. The pixel intensities of an image are then interpreted as spatially ar-
ranged input neurons. The basic building block of a CNN, illustrated in Fig. 2.13,
relies on three key components: local receptive fields, shared weights and pooling.

Input neurons Hidden neurons
Feature maps

Pooling units
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Figure 2.13: Basic building blocks of a convolutional neural network. Input neurons
in the convolutional window with size 3× 3 (blue) produce its corresponding hidden
neuron in the middle. The kernel is moved across the image to produce the complete
hidden layer. In a pooling step, the information of four neurons in the hidden layer
(gray) is compressed to a single pooling unit on the right.
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The local receptive field corresponds to a l×m window on the input neurons which
connects the activation aj,k of those neurons to a hidden neuron. Each connection
corresponds to a weight wl,m and the hidden neuron additionally learns a bias b; the
calculation of the output of the j, kth hidden neuron is defined as:

σ(b+
∑

l

∑

m

wl,maj+l,k+m). (2.38)

Eq. 2.38 is known as convolution and σ is the sigmoid activation function as described
above. By sliding this convolution window over the image, each local receptive field
is connected to a neuron and the hidden layer is constructed. Each neuron in the
hidden layer has the same weights and bias, i.e., the weights are shared across all
neurons in one hidden layer, defining a feature map. A convolutional layer can have
multiple feature maps responsible to detect different features, e.g., edges or horizontal
lines, across the whole image.

A pooling layer usually follows the convolutional layer described above. Hereby,
n× n neurons in the hidden layer are pooled, e.g., by taking the maximum or mean
of the activations, and stored in the pooling layer. This way, information extracted
by the feature maps can be further condensed to reduce the number of parameters
for later layers. In other words, the exact location of a feature is less important for
the network than its overall presence.

The architecture of a CNN typically consists of multiple of those building blocks of
convolutional plus pooling layers. Finding the right architecture and its hyperpa-
rameters, e.g., size of the convolutional kernel, number of neurons to be pooled or
total number of layers is ongoing research and depends strongly on the problem at
hand. The convolutional layers were described for two dimensions above, however,
they can be generalized to 3D when dealing with image volumes or simplified for 1D
when dealing with sequential or temporal data.

The flexibility of CNN network design is especially useful for the analysis of time-
resolved images, such as the perfusion data investigated in this work. In a supervised
learning task, we aimed to predict a clinical endpoint directly from time-resolved
DCE-CT images. For this purpose, a 2D CNN for spatial feature extraction was
combined with a 1D CNN for temporal feature extraction. This unique architecture
allows to extract information from time-resolved imaging data, otherwise only ac-
cessible through tracer-kinetic modeling. Other than tracer-kinetic modeling, this
approach may permit to predict a clinical outcome directly from imaging data.



3 | Contributions to the original
publications

This chapter summarizes my contributions to the original articles upon which this
work is based.

3.1 Contributions to publication I

The first publication (chapter 4) entitled “Bayesian pharmacokinetic modeling of
dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging: validation and application”
was planned and designed in cooperation with all co-authors.

For the validation part of the study, I implemented and developed the Bayesian
pharmacokinetic model in Python and the probabilistic programming framework
Stan [52], in close cooperation with Michael Ingrisch. This included the implemen-
tation of a so-called prior predictive check to assess the credibility of the chosen
prior distributions for the model parameters. As ground truth, I implemented and
adapted simulated phantom data based on the quantitative imaging biomarkers al-
liance (QIBA) dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI)
phantom. I fitted the simulated data within a standard non-linear regression model
and compared the results to the fits of the Bayesian model. To be able to com-
pare the uncertainty estimates of the Bayesian model, I implemented a bootstrap
approach which yields uncertainty estimates for the standard non-linear regression
model. Then, I conducted the statistical analysis for the comparison of both ap-
proaches against the ground truth.

For the application part of the work, I cleaned and prepared a set of breast cancer
DCE-MRI images from the cancer imaging archive. This included the conversion
of signal intensities to contrast agent concentrations. I fitted the Bayesian model
to imaging data of two visits and compared the derived imaging biomarker in order
to assess treatment response. To this end, I created a script that uses Cohen’s d
to compare the probability distributions of the derived imaging biomarkers between
the visits.
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My results and interpretations for the validation and application part were critically
discussed and reviewed with Michael Ingrisch and Olaf Dietrich. With the help
of Michael Ingrisch, I drafted the manuscript which was read and approved by all
co-authors.

3.2 Contributions to publication II

The second publication (chapter 5) entitled “End-to-End Deep Learning Approach
for Perfusion Data: A Proof-of-Concept Study to Classify Core Volume in Stroke
CT” was planned and designed in collaboration with all co-authors.

I implemented and developed a novel deep learning model in Python, using the dedi-
cated framework TensorFlow [53], to predict dichotomized stroke core volume based
on computed tomography (CT) perfusion data. Paul Reidler, Matthias Fabritius,
Lars Kellert and Steffen Tiedt acquired and provided me with the CT perfusion
data. First, two axial slices were selected based on the Alberta stroke program early
CT score (ASPECTS) by Paul Reidler and Matthias Fabritius. Then, I prepro-
cessed the resulting datasets which included resizing, interpolation, co-registration
and standardization, by developing dedicated Python scripts. After intensive prepa-
ration, I trained the deep learning (DL) network and adapted hyperparameters and
architecture details to optimize the predictions. I applied the final model to exter-
nal test data which were preprocessed likewise to the in-house data to validate my
results.

During the course of the development stage of the DL model, I had intensive discus-
sions and re-evaluations of my findings and interpretations with Wolfgang G. Kunz,
Michael Ingrisch, Paul Reidler and Matthias P. Fabritius who also helped me drafting
the manuscript, as well as Birgit Ertl-Wagner, Balthasar Schachtner, Philipp Wesp
and Olaf Dietrich. The final manuscript was read and approved by all co-authors.
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1. Introduction

Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) is a noninvasive imaging technique 
used to quantify microvascular tissue perfusion with the help of a contrast agent (CA) (Ingrisch and Sourbron 
2013). In MRI, a gadolinium-based CA is used most commonly and injected intravenously after the acquisition 
of pre-contrast baseline scans. The CA increases T1 and T2 relaxation rates of surrounding water protons and 
causes signal enhancement in a T1-weighted acquisition. By measuring multiple T1-weighted images during the 
passage of the CA through the tissue of interest, a time-dependent CA concentration can be extracted from the 
signal-time course of each voxel. Besides determining semi-quantitative and descriptive parameters from the 
concentration curves, e.g. time to peak, area under curve, or maximum, quantitative perfusion parameters can 
be obtained by fitting pharmacokinetic (PK) models to the data (Roberts et al 2006, Sourbron and Buckley 2012, 
2013). Popular PK models that characterize CA transport from DCE-MRI data are the classical Tofts model (TM) 
(Tofts 1997), the extended Tofts model and the two compartment exchange model (Sourbron and Buckley 2011).

The standard approach for estimating PK parameters from DCE-MRI data is using non-linear regression to 
determine a maximum likelihood estimator by non-linear least squares (NLLS) analysis (Seber and Wild 2003). 
For this purpose, an optimizing algorithm aims to minimize the sum of squared residuals between model and 
data and yields, if successful, a point estimate of model parameters. The NLLS approach is widely used, and a 
number of software packages provide non-linear regression implementation of a range of PK models (Huang 
et al 2014a, Beuzit et al 2016). Bayesian probabilistic modeling, on the other hand, offers an alternative modeling 
approach within a framework of probability distributions. Briefly, a prior belief about model parameters is for-
mulated as a probability distribution; this allows to incorporate domain expertise, e.g. physical constraints. With 
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Abstract
Tracer-kinetic analysis of dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging data is commonly 
performed with the well-known Tofts model and nonlinear least squares (NLLS) regression. This 
approach yields point estimates of model parameters, uncertainty of these estimates can be assessed e.g. 
by an additional bootstrapping analysis. Here, we present a Bayesian probabilistic modeling approach 
for tracer-kinetic analysis with a Tofts model, which yields posterior probability distributions of 
perfusion parameters and therefore promises a robust and information-enriched alternative based on a 
framework of probability distributions. In this manuscript, we use the quantitative imaging biomarkers 
alliance (QIBA) Tofts phantom to evaluate the Bayesian tofts model (BTM) against a bootstrapped 
NLLS approach. Furthermore, we demonstrate how Bayesian posterior probability distributions can be 
employed to assess treatment response in a breast cancer DCE-MRI dataset using Cohen’s d. Accuracy 
and precision of the BTM posterior distributions were validated and found to be in good agreement 
with the NLLS approaches, and assessment of therapy response with respect to uncertainty in 
parameter estimates was found to be excellent. In conclusion, the Bayesian modeling approach provides 
an elegant means to determine uncertainty via posterior distributions within a single step and provides 
honest information about changes in parameter estimates.
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dedicated algorithms, this prior belief is then updated with the measured data and yields the posterior probabil-
ity distributions of the parameters given the data (McElreath 2015). Through recent algorithmic developments 
(Hoffman and Gelman 2011) and the increasing availability of computational power, the use of Bayesian mod-
eling approaches is spreading in various disciplines and has already shown to be a robust and accurate alternative 
for the analysis of MR imaging data (Schmid et al 2006, Orton et al 2007, Woolrich et al 2009, Dikaios et al 2017, 
Tietze et al 2018, Hansen et al 2019). The posterior probability distributions that result from Bayesian modeling 
greatly increase the interpretability of analysis results. Compared to simple point estimates, entire parameter 
probability distributions allow a straightforward assessment of, e.g. whether a parameter has truly changed in the 
course of a therapy, or whether the parameter change has only occurred within the uncertainty of the estimation 
(Shukla-Dave et al 2018).

In the present manuscript, we investigated Bayesian tracer-kinetic modeling in the context of DCE-MRI. 
To this end, we implemented a Bayesian TM (BTM) with the purpose to (i) evaluate accuracy against a NLLS 
approach using a digital reference object, (ii) validate uncertainty estimates against a bootstrapped NLLS 
approach to assess the precision and (iii) demonstrate how Bayesian posterior probability distributions can be 
used to assess treatment response in a breast cancer DCE-MRI dataset.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Signal conversion and pharmacokinetic models
In a typical DCE-MRI experiment, time-resolved signal intensity curves S(t) are extracted voxel-wise from 
multiple T1-weighted images. To derive quantitative information, the measured signal intensities need to be 
converted to CA concentration curves. For this purpose, the signal equation for the spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) 
sequence in steady state can be used with the baseline signal S0(t), flip angle α, repetition time TR and relaxation 
rate R1(t) as:

S(t) = S0 sin(α)
1 − e−TRR1(t)

1 − cos(α)e−TRR1(t)
. (1)

One can solve equation (1) for the time-dependent relaxation rate R1(t):

R1(t) = − 1

TR
log

(
1 − A

1 − cos(α)A

)
, (2)

with the auxiliary variable

A =
S(t)

S0

1 − e−TRR10

1 − cos(α)e−TRR10
. (3)

A time-dependent concentration can then be calculated from the linear relation to the change in relaxation rates 
during and before administration of CA, R1(t) and R10, respectively:

c(t) = (R1(t)− R10)/r1, (4)

with the specific relaxivity of the gadolinium-based CA r1 (Pintaske et al 2006).
A standard approach for the analysis of concentration-time curves in DCE-MRI data is the TM (Tofts and 

Kermode 1991, Tofts 1997, Sourbron and Buckley 2011) which assumes a negligible amount of intravascular 
tracer and describes CA transportation as:

ct(t) = K transe−tkep ∗ cp(t). (5)

Here, ct(t) is the time-dependent concentrations of CA in the tissue of interest; cp (t) is the concentration in the 
blood plasma of the tissue-feeding artery, often referred to as arterial input function (AIF). ct(t) and cp (t) are 
connected with a convolution, expressed as ‘∗’. The parameter ve  is the volume fraction of the interstitium, the 
extravascular extracellular space (EES). K trans is defined as the transfer constant of CA between blood plasma and 
EES. The rate constant kep = K trans/ve is the ratio of the transfer constant to the EES (Tofts et al 1999, Sourbron 
and Buckley 2011).

The tissue concentration ct(t) can be calculated from the measured signal S(t) with equations (1)–(4) using 
the relaxation time T10 in tissue via R10 = 1/T10. Plasma concentration cp (t) in the AIF can be calculated likewise 
using the relaxation time T10 of blood and the additional transformation from blood to plasma concentration via 
the hematocrit hct:

cp(t) = cb(t) · (1 − hct). (6)

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 18NT02 (11pp)
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The standard TM is used in the following within a classical NLLS likelihood framework and a Bayesian frame-
work to quantify perfusion in simulated and measured DCE-MRI data. To account for noise in any observed 
data, an error term is added to the TM from equation (5) and an observation i is given as

yi = ct(ti, θ) + εi (7)

where the model parameters K trans and ve  are summarized in the vector θ.

2.2. Data
2.2.1. Validation: QIBA DCE-MRI phantom
To evaluate accuracy of estimates and compare results of different fitting approaches, a simulated phantom 
with known PK parameters was investigated first. The quantitative imaging biomarkers alliance (QIBA)3 
provides several freely available test images for DCE-MRI analysis, known as digital reference objects (DRO). 
These have been used previously to validate various fitting algorithms and analysis toolkits (Ortuño et al 2013, 
Smith et al 2015, Debus et al 2019). The noise-free QIBA_v6_Tofts version was chosen here. The DRO contains 
simulated DCE-MRI data generated with the standard TM in equation (5) for a study duration of t  =  660 s with 
a temporal resolution ∆t = 0.5 s. Tissue concentration-time curves ct(t) have been created for all combinations 
of K trans ∈ {0.01,0.02,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.35} min−1 and ve ∈ {0.01,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.5}, filling a 10×10 pixel patch 
for each combination. Table 1 lists the parameters stated in the QIBA description4, following QIBA’s DCE  
MRI quantification profile5 to convert signal intensities to concentrations (compare equations (1)–(4)). For 
a more realistic setting, complex Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = 0.2 relative to the pre-contrast 
baseline signal S0 was added to the original noise-free test data. No noise was added to the AIF for simplicity and 
to be able to reliably relate our results to published work of Smith et al (2015) and Ortuño et al (2013). Figure 1 
shows a snapshot of the DRO signal intensities at t  =  100s, the AIF and an exemplary voxel with parameters 
K trans = 0.2 min−1 and ve = 0.2, respectively.

2.2.2. Application: breast cancer DCE-MRI data
The quantitative imaging network (QIN) aims at improving quantitative imaging and does so by sharing data 
which was acquired as part of various QIN studies, collected in the cancer imaging archive (TCIA)6 (Clark et al 
2013). A set of breast cancer DCE-MRI data (Huang et al 2014b) in DICOM format acquired from 10 patients was 
used to demonstrate the performance of the BTM on clinical data. The dataset contains DCE-MRI measurements 
acquired before (visit 1) and during (visit 2) preoperative neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT), respectively. For 
three patients, pathologic complete response (pCR) was reported, the remaining seven patients were classified 
as non-pCR. In addition, the dataset includes a region of interest (ROI) per patient, drawn by an experienced 
breast radiologist. A sample-averaged AIF is provided as blood concentration cb(t) and was converted to plasma 
concentration cp (t) using equation (6). Signal intensities within the ROI were converted to tissue concentrations 
using equations (1)–(4). Parameters for the conversion are specified in table 1, further details can be found in the 
original work by Huang et al (2014a).

2.3. Models and analysis
2.3.1. Non-linear least squares approach with bootstrapping
The standard evaluation of DCE-MRI data is performed in a likelihood framework by fitting a non-linear 
regression model to the concentration-time curve in every voxel. The NLLS approach minimizes the sum 
of squared errors between measured data y i at timepoint ti for i = 0, 1, ..., N  and the model function ct(ti) in 
equation (7)

Table 1. Parameters for the conversion from signal to concentration.

T10 (Tissue) T10 (Blood) (ms) r1 (Lmmol−1 ms−1) α (°) TR (ms) TE hct

QIBA DROa 1000 ms 1440 0.0045 30 5 — 0.45

QIN breastb 1666 msc 1440 0.0045 10 6.2 2.9 ms 0.45

a Quantitative imaging biomarker alliance digital reference object QIBA_v6_Tofts.
b Quantitative imaging network breast cancer dataset.
c Personal communication with the author of Huang et al (2014a).

3 https://sites.duke.edu/dblab/qibacontent/
4 https://sites.duke.edu/dblab/files/2015/05/Dynamic_v6_beta1_description_Rev1.pdf
5 http://qibawiki.rsna.org/images/1/12/DCE-MRI_Quantification_Profile_v1.0.pdf
6 https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/Collections
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min
N∑

i=0

(yi − ct(ti, θ))
2 = min

N∑

i=0

ε2
i (8)

to infer the best guess parameter θ̂. Assuming normally distributed noise εi, the least-squares estimator θ̂ equals 
the maximum-likelihood estimator (Seber and Wild 2003).

An implementation of the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldberg–Shano (L-BFGS) algorithm (Byrd et al 1994, Zhu 
et al 1997) in SciPy7 (Jones et al 2001) was used for inference of the parameters via the optimize.minimize func-
tion. Initial values for K trans and ve  were set to 0.001; constraints for K trans and ve  were set to positivity and [0,1], 
respectively.The concentration curves of the DRO were then fitted and parameter maps were constructed 
for K trans and ve . By comparing them to the true parameter maps, percentage error maps were calculated as 

θ%err = (θ̂ − θtrue)/θtrue.
A bootstrap method was implemented to assess the uncertainty of θ̂ (Kershaw and Buckley 2006). For that, 

the residuals, i.e. the difference between the fitted and the measured curve were calculated. In a next step, the 
residuals were resampled by randomly drawing samples with replacement. Subsequently, the resampled residu-
als were added to the fitted curve and the TM was used to determine another set of estimates, equivalent to infer-
ring the original best guess. The number of iterations was set to 1000.

Uncertainty maps were then calculated from the bootstrap samples for the NLLS approach. Denoted as σ, 
half the width between 17th and 83rd percentile was considered a more robust measure for the precision than the 
standard deviation and is used throughout this work. For samples following a Gaussian normal distribution, σ 
would be equal to the standard deviation.

2.3.2. Bayesian inference and implementation
The alternative evaluation is performed in a Bayesian framework which infers a full posterior distribution P(θ | y) 
of the model parameters θ given an observation of data y . The observational error εi for each measurement y i at 
timepoint ti for i = 0, 1, ..., N  in equation (7) is assumed to be Gaussian with standard deviation σ. Hence, the joint 
observations of CA concentration in each voxel, conditional on the parameters, are modeled in the likelihood as

P(y | θ) =
N∏

i=0

N (yi | ct(ti, θ),σ
2), (9)

with N  representing a normal distribution and ct(ti, θ) the CA tissue concentration evaluated with the TM in 
equation (5).

Information about the parameters prior to the observation of data are specified in the prior distribution P(θ), 
enforcing physical or biological constraints. The likelihood of the data P(y | θ) and the product of the prior prob-
ability densities P(θ) are combined with the observed data to infer the joint posterior distribution via Bayes’ 
theorem:

P(θ | y) =
P(y | θ) P(θ)

P(y)
. (10)

The denominator in equation (10) is referred to as model evidence and calculates as P(y) =
∫

P(θ)P(y | θ)dθ. 
If the complexity of the model allows no analytical solution to this integral, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

Figure 1. (a) Snapshot of the QIBA_v6_Tofts DRO at t  =  100 s; the AIF is the bottom strip of the image, maximum of the AIF with 
timepoint labels in seconds are the top left strip and the zero patch (K trans = 0.0 min−1, ve = 0.5) is the top right strip. Intensity-time 
curves for AIF (b) and one pixel with K trans = 0.2 min−1 and ve = 0.2 with added noise (c), respectively.

7 Python 3.6.6, scipy 1.1.0, www.scipy.org/

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 18NT02 (11pp)
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methods (Gilks et al 1995) offer a means to determine the posterior probability distribution. Briefly, a MCMC 
algorithm draws samples from a target distribution, which equals the desired posterior distribution. The accepted 
parameter proposals are stored in a chain or trace of estimates (Kruschke 2014).

The BTM was implemented in Stan (Carpenter et al 2017), an open-source software package, using pystan8. In 
the present analysis, weakly informative priors were chosen which are applicable to a wide range of clinical DCE-
MRI data without restrictions. Appendix provides a prior predictive check on these distributions, showing their 
weakly informative nature by comparing generated concentration curves with real observations. In particular, 
for the volume fraction ve ∈ [0, 1] a beta prior ve ∼ Beta(α = 2,β = 2) was chosen and for K trans ∈ R+ a gamma 
prior was specified K trans(min−1) ∼ Gamma(α = 1.1,β = 1/0.002). The prior for the standard deviation of 
the observational error was set to σ(mmol/L) ∼ LogNormal(µ = 0,σ = 1). MCMC samples were drawn from 
the posterior distribution with the No-U-Turn (NUTS) algorithm (Hoffman and Gelman 2011). The number of 
iterations was set to 1000, sampled in two chains simultaneously, following a warm-up period of 500 iterations. 
Stan also reports divergences of the sampling algorithm and indicates the need to update the default settings of 
NUTS, e.g. initial step size and target acceptance rate.

To monitor the convergence of the MCMC chains to the target distribution, different diagnostics are auto-
matically run alongside in Stan. The potential scale reduction statistic, R̂, by Gelman and Rubin (1992) compares 
the sample variance within and across chains, and indicates if chains have not converged to a common distribu-
tion (R̂ > 1.1). The effective sample size Neff indicates the degree of uncertainty in estimates due to autocorrela-
tion of samples (Geyer 2011).

All concentration curves of the DRO were then fitted with the BTM to obtain posterior probability distributions 
of the parameters θ. To be able to compare the distributions to point estimates and to generate parameter maps, two 
hallmarks of the posterior distributions were determined: the median and, as for the bootstrap samples, half the 
distance between the 17th and 83rd percentile, denoted as σ. By comparing the median parameter maps to the true 
parameter maps, a map of the percentage error was calculated as above to assess the accuracy of estimates.

To evaluate the breast cancer DCE-MRI datasets, the mean tissue concentration curve over the ROI ct,ROI(t) 
was calculated for each patient and both visits. Subsequently, all concentration-time curves were fitted with the 
BTM to infer posterior distributions for the model parameters θ. To ensure that the model adequately captured 
the underlying data generating process, a posterior predictive check (PPC) was performed. Briefly, we used the 
BTM to generate new predictive data ŷ and checked if it resembled the observed data. The full posterior distribu-
tion is exploited in this way to generate a posterior predictive distribution

P(ŷ|y) =
∫

P(ŷ|θ)P(θ|y)dθ, (11)

which propagates the uncertainty in the parameter estimates to uncertainty about prediction (Betancourt 2015, 
McElreath 2015, Gabry et al 2017). In this way, PPCs allow to detect systematic modeling errors and violations 
of model assumptions. Subsequently, the posterior distributions of K trans were compared across visits for all 
patients with the objective to discriminate between patients with pCR and non-pCR.

2.4. Statistical analysis
A quantitative statistical measure for signal fidelity is the structural similarity index (SSIM) (Wang et al 2004). 
It gives an average value over similarities of three key elements of an image: luminance, contrast and structure 
(Wang and Bovik 2009). To assess the accuracy of parameter estimates for the DRO, the SSIM was calculated 
between the estimated and the true parameter maps. As a comparison, the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) 
was calculated alongside. In order to get reasonable values for RMSE, outliers in K trans-estimates obtained from 
NLLS fitting needed to be restricted to one. In addition, the SSIM was calculated between the σ-uncertainty maps 
determined with the BTM and the bootstrapping method to assess similarities in the precision of estimates.

To compare the K trans posterior distributions between visits for the breast cancer DCE-MRI dataset, Cohen’s 
d was calculated for each of the ten patients as:

d =
x̄1 − x̄2√

(σ2
1 + σ2

2)/2
. (12)

x̄ represents the average K trans value per visit, σ its standard deviation. In this way, the width of the posterior 
distributions are incorporated into a single value. Compared to just reporting the percentage change of K trans  
mean values, the uncertainty in parameter estimation is accounted for. An univariate logistic regression (ULR) 
model, implemented in scikit-learn9 (Pedregosa et al 2011), was fitted to the Cohen’s d values. The receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) area under curve (AUC) was calculated in order to obtain a quantitative measure 
for the assessment of response.

8 Python 3.6.6, pystan 2.18.0, https://pystan.readthedocs.io/
9 Python 3.6.6, scikit-learn 0.20.0, https://scikit-learn.org/
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3. Results

3.1. Validation: QIBA DCE-MRI phantom
Concentration-time curves of the DRO were evaluated within a Bayesian and likelihood framework. The 
resulting parameter estimates for K trans are exemplarily shown in figure 2 for the Bayesian approach (a) and 
the NLLS reference (d). Note that the voxels in the Bayesian framework show median values of their respective 
posterior distributions while voxels in the likelihood framework represent point estimates. In general, the 
parameter maps show high accordance with the true values. The corresponding percentage error maps in the 
middle column (b) and (e) display relatively low errors for all regions with ve > 0.01 for both methods. Low 
accuracy, hence high percentage errors are observed for regions where ve = 0.01. SSIM between estimated and 
true K trans-maps is higher for the BTM than for the NLLS approach. Furthermore, RMSE is lower for the BTM for 
both PK parameter maps. Details are provided in table 2.

The right column of figure 2 displays the precision of the parameter estimates evaluated with the BTM (c) and 
a bootstrapping method applied to the fit results of the NLLS approach (f). The visual analysis of the uncertainty 
maps reveals very similar patterns for both approaches, supported by a SSIM of 91%. The highest uncertainty 
occurs in regions with the highest percentage error for the fitting parameter estimates. The remaining parameter 
combinations have much greater precision. Information about divergences (BTM) and pixels where the NLLS 
algorithm did not find a solution can be found in table 3, together with computational times for fitting all 3000 
pixels with BTM and NLLS approaches and the additional bootstrap analysis.

3.2. Application: breast cancer DCE-MRI data
Figure 3 shows representative signal intensity-time curves with the associated PPCs (a)–(c) and their 
corresponding K trans posterior distributions (d). Here, the dark line illustrates the median and the increasingly 
lighter bands are the 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% highest density intervals (HDI) between the corresponding 
(0.4,0.6), (0.3,0.7), (0.2,0.8) and (0.1,0.9) percentiles of the posterior predictive distribution. The PPC in (a) 

Figure 2. Estimated K trans  with BTM (top) and NLLS approach (bottom). The left column displays median (a) and point estimates 
(d). The middle column ((b) and (e)) shows the calculated percentage error between estimates and ground truth. The right column 
illustrates the uncertainty σ of the Bayesian posterior (c) and the additional bootstrap samples (f).

Table 2. SSIM and RMSE between estimated DRO K trans  and ve  parameter maps and ground truth for both approaches; SSIM of 100% 
indicates perfect similarity.

K trans ve

BTM (%) NLLS (%) BTM (%) NLLS (%)

SSIM 96 91 92 94

RMSE 2.5 7.0 4.1 5.4

BTM  =  Bayesian tofts model; NLLS  =  Non-linear least squares approach; SSIM  =  Structural similarity index; RMSE  =  Root-mean-

squared error.

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 18NT02 (11pp)
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indicates a good fit of the model to the data, the corresponding posterior distribution (green) for K trans is narrow. 
The PPC in (b) suggests that the chosen model provides a good fit to the data, the high noise level in the data is 
associated with a broader posterior distribution (orange). In (c), the noise level of the data is comparable to (a), 
however the PPC indicates a modeling error.

Figure 4 shows the posterior distributions of K trans for all patients for visit 1 (blue) and visit 2 (orange), 
before and during NACT, respectively. With one exception, a general decrease in K trans is observed. The degree 

Table 3. Fitting process and parameter estimation of all 50×60 DRO concentration curves.

BTM NLLS

Divergences 17 27

Computational time: fitting ∼48 min ∼2 min

Computational time: uncertainty included ∼2100 mina

BTM  =  Bayesian tofts model; NLLS  =  Non-linear least squares approach.
a Based on additional bootstrap analysis.

Figure 3. Observed signal intensity-time courses (dots) with posterior predictive distribution median (line) and the 20%, 40%, 
60% and 80% highest density intervals (HDI); (a) for a good fit to data with low noise level, (b) for a good fit to data with high noise 
level, and (c) for a bad fit to data with low noise level. (d) Posterior distributions for K trans  estimated from the respective signal 
intensity-time curves (color-coded).

Figure 4. Posterior probability densities of K trans  for all patients. Blue corresponds to visit 1, orange to visit 2. BC05, BC06 and BC15 
are labeled pCR, the rest non-pCR.

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 18NT02 (11pp)
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of change, dependent on the width of the posterior distributions, is summarized in Cohen’s d values and visual-
ized in figure 5; light-gray represents non-pCR, dark-gray pCR. The ULR analysis revealed a ROC AUC of 0.952. 
Computational time for fitting all 20 ROI-averaged concentration curves was  ∼20 s for the BTM.

4. Discussion

In this study, we assessed posterior probability distributions of tracer-kinetic parameters obtained with a BTM 
against a standard NLLS approach. Validation with a DRO revealed high accuracy of BTM and NLLS approaches, 
indicated by strong similarity between estimated and ground truth maps. In addition, precision of estimates, 
assessed via the width of the posterior probability distributions and bootstrapping, respectively, was in very good 
agreement between both approaches. Analysis of the breast cancer DCE-MRI dataset with the BTM revealed 
that the degree of decrease in K trans gives information about the pathologic response to NACT. The response 
in dependence of the uncertainty of parameter estimates was quantified with Cohen’s d, calculated from the 
posterior distributions between visit 1 and 2. ULR modeling indicated excellent prediction of response.

Concerning the analysis of the DRO with the BTM, median parameter estimates were compared to the ground 
truth to assess the accuracy, otherwise not available with measured data. It was found that the Bayesian estimates 
generally have a very strong similarity with the ground truth, validating the accuracy of our BTM. The recovered 
parameters also have complementary regions of high and low percentage errors compared to the established 
NLLS fitting routine. RMS errors were lower for both implementations in the present work compared to similar 
DRO analysis by Smith et al (2015) and Ortuño et al (2013). Albeit, the results are in good comparison. Caution is 
still required for voxels with low ve . Concentration curves with these parameter combinations have very limited 
intensity changes which practically vanish in the added background noise.

The variance of estimates inherent in the Bayesian posterior distribution was compared to a bootstrapping 
error analysis, performed likewise to the work of Kershaw and Buckley (2006). It was demonstrated that the 
uncertainty maps of the BTM resemble those calculated with the bootstrap analysis, validating the precision 
of parameters recovered with the BTM. To the best of our knowledge, only (Schmid et al 2006) implemented a 
Bayesian PK model with the objective to make use of the posterior probability distribution. Parts of the present 
study build up on their work and go beyond by capturing even more information from the posterior distribution. 
Their approach was applied to patient data only, whereas in the present work, accuracy and precision of estimates 
were validated with a digital phantom first.

Furthermore, we applied the BTM to the breast cancer DCE-MRI data, performed PPCs and investigated 
the posterior distributions. For a PPC, the observed data was compared to the posterior predictive distribution, 
illustrated as percentile intervals of highest density. A good fit to the data results in a posterior distribution which 
reflects the noise level in the data; low noise corresponds to a narrow posterior and vice versa. However, a bad fit 
to the data results in a broad posterior distribution despite a low noise level. This indicates a systematic modeling 
error which influences the information we gained about uncertainty. More complex PK models which incor-
porate additional assumptions about CA transport, e.g. the extended Tofts model, could be able to produce a 
better fit to certain data. Hence, assessing posterior distributions requires to check the corresponding data and fit 
before drawing any conclusions from it. While feasible for ROI-based analysis with only a handful of concentra-
tion curves, visual assessment is not possible in a pixelwise analysis. However, this can be necessary considering 
that tumorous tissue can be very heterogeneous (Wu et al 2018). An automated Bayesian model selection step as 
proposed in the work of Duan et al (2017) could be an effective means to reduce systematic modeling error but is 
beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 5. Cohen’s d calculated from K trans  posterior distributions for all patients; sorted by value.

Phys. Med. Biol. 64 (2019) 18NT02 (11pp)
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In order to assess therapy response for the patients in the breast cancer DCE-MRI dataset, Huang et al (2014a) 
showed in their original work that using visit 2 K trans or the percentage change of K trans between visits as metrics 
yields good to excellent results. However, the uncertainty in estimating PK parameters with tracer-kinetic models 
is not accounted for. For this purpose, we calculated Cohen’s d as a means of quantitative change in parameter 
estimates which depends on the precision of estimates. In contrast, the authors of Schmid et al (2006) used the 
posterior distributions in each voxel to apply probabilistic thresholding, and then compared the mean values 
of K trans between visits. Using Cohen’s d metric, the assessment of response was found to be excellent by means 
of an ULR analysis. Considering the findings of the PPCs, including a model selection step as explained above 
could decrease the influence of systematic modeling errors on posterior distributions and hence Cohen’s d val-
ues which may further improve assessment of therapy response.

Limitations of the present work include large computational time when fitting the BTM to the DRO-data. On 
the one hand, the MCMC sampling is time and memory consuming but necessary to avoid divergences. On the 
other hand, it yields a full posterior probability distribution with information about the uncertainty, and obtain-
ing the same information with a bootstrap analysis of a NLLS fit requires even more computation time. Further-
more, the simulated DRO curves have a much higher time-resolution compared to measured data. Evaluating 
real DCE-MRI data increases the speed of the analysis greatly. Moreover, the influence of the chosen prior distri-
butions on the results was not assessed in the present study.

In conclusion, we evaluated a BTM with a DRO, assessed accuracy and precision against the standard NLLS 
approach and showed how posterior distributions are used to assess therapy response. We demonstrated that 
Bayesian modeling provides an elegant means to assess posterior probability distributions, which are in good 
agreement with established approaches.
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Appendix. Prior predictive check

To assess if the choice of prior distributions for the model parameters covers a reasonable range of concentration-
time curves, it is useful to perform a prior predictive check. For this purpose, we generated 100 000 MCMC samples 
from the prior predictive distribution,

Figure A1. Prior probability density functions for K trans  (a), ve  (b), σ (c) and the subsequent prior predictive check (d). Simulated 
concentration-time curves (dots) for each parameter combination of the QIBA phantom are overlaid on the prior predictive 
distribution; illustrated by median (line) and the 20%–80% highest density intervals (HDI).
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P(ŷ) =

∫
P(ŷ | θ) P(θ)dθ, (A.1)

only considering the prior distributions without any actual data. This quantifies the range of possible 
observations ŷ, predicted by our model. In a prior predictive check, the predicted data is compared to real 
observations and the extent of extreme observations indicates the level of disagreement between domain 
expertise and model assumptions. Figure A1 shows the probability density functions of the chosen priors (a)–(c) 
and the prior predictive check (d). The black dots are actual observed data from the QIBA phantom, one curve 
for each parameter combination of K trans and ve , to assess the scope of possible phantom curves. The increasingly 
lighter green bands represent the 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% highest density intervals between the corresponding 
percentiles of the prior predictive distribution; the green line is the median thereof. We find that the model 
predicts observations that are more extreme than the phantom data but not too extreme to be unrealistic given 
the assumed observational error. Hence, we conclude that the chosen prior distributions are reasonable and 
weakly informative.
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Abstract: (1) Background: CT perfusion (CTP) is used to quantify cerebral hypoperfusion in acute
ischemic stroke. Conventional attenuation curve analysis is not standardized and might require
input from expert users, hampering clinical application. This study aims to bypass conventional
tracer-kinetic analysis with an end-to-end deep learning model to directly categorize patients by
stroke core volume from raw, slice-reduced CTP data. (2) Methods: In this retrospective analysis, we
included patients with acute ischemic stroke due to proximal occlusion of the anterior circulation
who underwent CTP imaging. A novel convolutional neural network was implemented to extract
spatial and temporal features from time-resolved imaging data. In a classification task, the network
categorized patients into small or large core. In ten-fold cross-validation, the network was repeatedly
trained, evaluated, and tested, using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC-AUC). A final model was created in an ensemble approach and independently validated on
an external dataset. (3) Results: 217 patients were included in the training cohort and 23 patients in
the independent test cohort. Median core volume was 32.4 mL and was used as threshold value for
the binary classification task. Model performance yielded a mean (SD) ROC-AUC of 0.72 (0.10) for
the test folds. External independent validation resulted in an ensembled mean ROC-AUC of 0.61.
(4) Conclusions: In this proof-of-concept study, the proposed end-to-end deep learning approach
bypasses conventional perfusion analysis and allows to predict dichotomized infarction core volume
solely from slice-reduced CTP images without underlying tracer kinetic assumptions. Further studies
can easily extend to additional clinically relevant endpoints.

Keywords: CT perfusion; stroke; deep learning; contrast-enhanced perfusion imaging; convolutional
neural networks; end-to-end modeling

1. Introduction

Acute ischemic stroke occurs when a blood clot interrupts the blood flow (perfusion) to
the brain, most commonly in a supplying artery—this causes cell death in the hypoperfused
areas [1]. Historically, cerebral perfusion imaging was performed using positron emission
tomography using radioactive labeled oxygen to determine oxygen fraction and cerebral
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metabolic rate for oxygen or single photon emission computed tomography. However,
logistics and application of radiotracers made both modalities unfeasible for the emergency
setting. Today, computed tomography perfusion (CTP) is the most frequently used method
to classify the salvageable brain tissue (penumbra) from the irreversibly damaged core in
order to support clinical decision-making [2–4].

CTP is based on consecutive sampling of cerebral tissue attenuation after intravenous
bolus injection of an iodinated contrast agent. A time-attenuation curve in every voxel
represents the passage of the contrast agent through the brain in the reconstructed 4D
image. After conversion to concentration, tracer-kinetic analysis aims to quantitatively
evaluate the time-concentration curves by estimating perfusion parameters, e.g., cerebral
blood volume, cerebral blood flow, time to peak, and mean transit time [5]. The most
common approach uses deconvolution: An arterial input function (AIF) is determined in a
large feeding artery and the time-concentration curves are deconvolved voxel-wise with
the AIF to estimate perfusion parameters [6–8].

Radiologists as human experts then examine the generated perfusion parameter maps
to detect hypoperfused areas, i.e., penumbra and core, and decide among treatment options.
In the setting of acute ischemic stroke, CTP can help to identify patients who have a large
penumbra and a small core, as they are likely to have a favorable response to reperfusion
therapies [9,10]. Additionally, it was shown that CTP can help identify stroke mimics like
epilepsy [11] and improves the detection performance for peripheral ischemia with often
minor clinical symptoms, which is paramount for future therapy concepts on medium
vessel occlusion [12]. However, availability and usage of advanced stroke imaging methods,
including CTP, vary considerably among sites and geographical areas, with only around
half of centers using those methods frequently [13].

The value of convolutional neural networks (CNN) has been demonstrated for a
variety of medical imaging tasks, e.g., image reconstruction, object detection, segmentation,
or classification [14–19]. The reason for the success of these systems is based on the
capability of CNNs to learn data-driven features from pixels directly. Multiple nonlinear
processing layers produce a high-level representation of features in images. Consequently,
CNN-based approaches were proposed and applied to perfusion imaging analysis. For
dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI for example, CNN models were developed to
estimate perfusion parameters maps directly from the data without the requirement for
a standard deconvolution process [20,21]. A recent study [22] proposed a voxelwise
prediction of infarct status from stroke CTP, but with the use of additional clinical and
tracer-kinetic related data.

Commercial CTP analysis approaches often require domain expertise—e.g., by lo-
calizing, verifying, or correcting vessels for the measurement of arterial input functions.
Uncertainties, e.g., induced by partial volume effects, propagate into the calculation of
perfusion parameter maps via tracer kinetic modeling and ultimately in the process of
clinical decision-making. Deep learning, on the other hand, may enable the direct predic-
tion of clinical endpoints from complex imaging data with minimal user input. Starting
from the baseline model developed in this study, more complex models can be adapted to
relevant clinical endpoints in acute ischemic stroke, e.g., grade of disability or quality of life.
For ischemic stroke, the most widely applied measure for neurological outcome uses the
modified Rankin scale at day 90 after stroke. Clinical endpoints are likely associated with
subtle patterns in the data and development of deep learning models generally requires
large datasets [23]. In a proof-of-concept study, we, therefore, aimed to categorize patients
into small or large core with an end-to-end deep learning approach for slice-reduced CT
perfusion data.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Population, Image Acquisition and Core Volumetry

In this retrospective study, we included a training cohort (n = 217) (Figure 1) from
among 234 consecutive acute ischemic stroke patients with available raw CTP data from
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a prospectively acquired cohort (German Stroke Registry, NCT03356392). All patients
were treated with endovascular mechanical thrombectomy at our institution. We excluded
patients with inconsistent CTP images that did not comply with a standardized time
resolution of 1.5 s or a scan duration of 48 s. Patients underwent CTP on admission
using a SOMATOM Definition Force, AS+, or Flash CT scanner (Siemens Healthineers,
Forchheim, Germany). Automated calculation of ischemic core was performed using
the CT vendor’s proprietary software (syngo Neuro Perfusion CT; Siemens Healthineers,
Forchheim, Germany), which applies a threshold cerebral blood volume of <1.2 mL/100 mL.
Median core volume was calculated and used as threshold value for binary classification:
Small core < median core, large core > median core. As a proof-of-principle, we used
median core volume to ensure a balanced split of the training data, in contrast to a fixed
threshold value of 70 mL, which can sometimes be found in the literature [24].
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For independent validation, we included a second external test cohort (n = 23) from
among 63 patients of the external, publicly available ISLES 2018 challenge data set [25,26].
We excluded patients with inconsistent CTP images that could not be interpolated to the
standardized time resolution of 1.5 s and a scan duration of 48 s. The challenge data include
core segmentations, which were used to calculate the ischemic core volume. For this
purpose, the number of voxels in the segmentation was multiplied by the voxel dimensions
to get an estimated core volume in ml. The median core volume of the training dataset was
used as threshold value for binary classification. Figure 1 shows a detailed flowchart of
patient selection for both cohorts.

2.2. Preprocessing, Batch Generation, and Data Augmentation

Internal and external datasets were both preprocessed in two steps. First, two axial
slices covering the middle cerebral artery territory (basal ganglia and supraganglionic level)
based on the Alberta stroke program early CT score (ASPECTS) [27] regions were selected
by radiologists. In a second fully automated step, the selected slices were resized and
interpolated to 128 × 128 pixels in-plane resolution with 200 × 200 mm2 length. All slices
along the time axis were co-registered to the first slice at t = 0 to reduce motion artifacts. All
data were processed using custom Python (version 3.8.5) [28] scripts including the publicly
available packages SimpleITK (version 2.0.2) [29] and Scikit-learn (version 0.23.2) [30].

During training, a custom batch generator returned a random subset of samples
(batch size = 12) from the complete dataset and normalized each batch to zero mean and
unit variance. Online data augmentation was applied to each batch in the form of random
rotation in the range of (−15◦, 15◦), xy-shift (−10 pixel, 10 pixel), and vertical flip (True,
False) before passing it on to the network.

2.3. Network Architecture

The proposed network architecture was implemented in Python and TensorFlow
(version 2.3.0) [31] and is illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of two submodels with identical
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architecture for each of the selected axial CTP slices. The standardized and augmented 2D+t
input images were fed into each submodel and processed through the pipeline to extract
spatial and temporal features. The resulting features are concatenated, passed through a
fully connected dense layer, and classified (Figure 2 top).
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Figure 2. Model architecture overview and detailed, zoomed-in view of the spatial and temporal
feature extraction process. The selected slices A and B are fed into identical submodels for spatial
and temporal feature extraction. Spatial feature extraction consists of identical, pretrained VGG19
networks for each timepoint of the input images. The resulting feature vector is passed on to the
temporal feature extraction. 1D convolutions with two different kernel sizes are carried out in a
global and local pathway. The extracted features A and B for both submodels are concatenated, fully
connected (FC), and classified.

Figure 2 (bottom, zoomed-in) displays a detailed demonstration of the feature ex-
traction part. For spatial feature extraction, each 2D image on the time axis is fed into a
VGG19 model [32], pretrained on 2D image net data [33]. The weights are shared across all
timepoints within a “TimeDistributed” framework. The resulting 32 × 512 feature matrix is
passed on to the temporal feature extraction step. The temporal feature extraction consists
of a 1D convolution with three filters followed by a max pooling layer and is divided into a
global and a local pathway. In the global pathway, the 1D convolution is performed with
kernel size 11, in the local pathway with kernel size 3. This ensures that the model can
capture both smaller and larger changes along the time course. The resulting feature vectors
are concatenated and passed on to a dense layer with 32 units. Classification is performed
using a sigmoid layer. The source code is made publicly available on the development plat-
form Github (https://github.com/AndreasMittermeier/stroke-perfusion-CNN (accessed
on 7 March 2022)).
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2.4. Training, Validation and Testing

The proposed network was trained, validated, and tested using all included patients
from the training cohort within a 10-fold cross-validation (CV). The dataset was randomly
split into ten folds according to an 8:1:1 ratio of training, validation, and test. Eight folds
were used for training the network. The number of training epochs was set to 500. The
validation fold was used to evaluate the model after each epoch and stop training once the
validation loss stopped decreasing for 200 epochs (patience = 200). After the last epoch, the
test fold was evaluated by the model with the best weights, i.e., the weights which yielded
the lowest validation loss. After ten CV iterations, each fold was used for unbiased testing
once. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC) was used as
evaluation metric. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of ROC-AUC values were reported
for the 10-fold CV.

In addition, we performed an ablation study on the effect of the local and global
temporal feature extraction. To this end, we trained two reduced models using the (i) local
feature extractor alone and using the (ii) global feature extractor alone. Training and
evaluation on the test folds was performed in the same CV approach as described above.
Mean and SD of the ROC-AUC values were reported and compared with those of the
full model.

To evaluate the independent test cohort, an ensemble method was used. The fi-
nal model was constructed by averaging the predictions from the ten models trained in
the CV. The final model was applied to the independent test cohort and the ROC-AUC
was reported.

3. Results

Two hundred seventeen patients were included in the training cohort and 23 patients
in the independent test cohort. Median core volume for the training cohort was 32.4 mL
which yields, per definition, a balanced class split. Applying this threshold to the inde-
pendent test data resulted in 12 patients with large core volume and 11 patients with
small core volume. Training duration for the 10-fold CV was in the range of 24 h on a
local workstation (NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 Super) with online data augmentation and
batch-wise data standardization. Evaluation and prediction of unseen data were of the
order of a few seconds.

Figure 3 shows the ROC curves for the test folds within the 10-fold CV. The mean
ROC curve is overlaid in blue, an interval of ±1 SD is shaded in grey, and the dashed line
represents random guessing. The mean (SD) ROC-AUC over 10 folds was 0.72 (0.10) for
the test folds. In comparison, mean (SD) ROC-AUC for the validation folds, which were
used to early stop training, was 0.75 (0.11). The averaged ensemble ROC-AUC for the
independent test cohort selected from the ISLES 2018 challenge was 0.61, which is close
to the ±1 SD interval of the test folds from the training data. All results are summarized
in Table 1.

The ablation study showed a decrease in mean (SD) ROC-AUC values for the reduced
models, summarized in Table 2. Using the global feature extractor alone resulted in a
ROC-AUC of 0.63 (0.14) and using the local feature extractor alone resulted in a ROC-AUC
of 0.65 (0.13), compared to the full model with ROC-AUC 0.72 (0.10).

Table 1. Mean (SD) ROC-AUC of the final model for validation and test folds during CV and for the
external test cohort. SD = standard deviation, CV = cross-validation, ROC-AUC = area under the
receiver operator characteristics curve.

Validation Folds Test Folds Independent Test Cohort

0.75 (0.11) 0.72 (0.10) 0.61
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Table 2. Mean (SD) ROC-AUC for the test folds during CV of the full model and the reduced models
within the ablation study setting. SD = standard deviation, CV = cross-validation, ROC-AUC = area
under the receiver operator characteristics curve.

Full Model Global Feature Extractor Alone Local Feature Extractor Alone

0.72 (0.10) 0.63 (0.14) 0.65 (0.13)

4. Discussion

In this proof-of-concept study, we developed a novel end-to-end deep learning ap-
proach to bypass conventional perfusion analysis, which allows to directly categorize
patients into small or large core from raw CTP data without tracer-kinetic assumptions.
We demonstrated this approach on 217 patients with acute ischemic stroke by directly
predicting dichotomized infarct core volume and showed that the model learned relevant
spatial and temporal features purely from the data. The results of the ablation study demon-
strate the advantage of combined local and global temporal feature extraction, as only the
full model yields the best performance. This corroborates our understanding that both
short-term effects (e.g., sharp peaks in concentration) and long-term effects (e.g., wash-out)
add relevant information and must therefore both be considered in the model architec-
ture. In this proof-of-concept approach, our model cannot be translated to clinical practice
immediately, however, achieved good predictive performance on an inhouse dataset in a
10-fold CV approach and generalized to independent test data, showing the potential of
end-to-end CT perfusion analysis.

The proposed deep learning model is based on a 2D approach that covers a reduced
portion of the middle cerebral artery territory, represented by the ASPECTS regions. Ar-
guably, a 3D approach would contain more relevant information, but whole-brain CT
perfusion is not available in all primary stroke centers [34]. Using the 2D approach, we
were able to include all possible data, especially the external test data, which consisted
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of two separate stacks of slices instead of whole-brain perfusion. We believe that this 2D
approach is sufficient to prove the concept that spatial and temporal information can be
extracted from CTP data to predict dichotomized core volume using deep learning.

In comparison to existing studies using deep learning for perfusion analysis in stroke
CT [8], we focused on using the raw perfusion data solely. In contrast to voxelwise predic-
tion of infarct status, the proposed model learned to predict dichotomized infarction core
volume without taking additional parameters into account. While additional parameters
like treatment information may be beneficial, additional user-provided information, such as
a manually selected arterial input function, requires input from expert users and introduces
user dependency. Our proposed model learned the link between perfusion input and tissue
response purely based on the data and is free from tracer-kinetic assumptions.

Imaging-derived parameters play a crucial role in clinical decision-making in the
setting of acute ischemic stroke. Foremost, CTP-derived ischemic core volume has become
one of the key parameters in the decision for mechanical thrombectomy in the extended
time window [35,36]. Currently, there is no consensus on the use of CTP-parameters
for core/penumbra estimation. While software in large clinical trials used relative CBF
thresholds (RAPID), other software relies on MTT (Philips Brain CT perfusion) or, in our
case, on CBV. As relevant differences have been shown between vendors, our approach
needs further validation for other CTP analysis thresholds [37]. In the present proof-of-
concept study, we predicted dichotomized ischemic core volume as a simplified endpoint.
Given sufficient training data, this approach can easily be generalized to more complex
labels in future studies, such as impairment after discharge. The underlying relationship is
harder to learn and may require incorporating additional clinical parameters into the model.
Such deep-learning-based approaches may, therefore, be used to predict complications and
even chronic functional outcomes in order to guide clinical management in and beyond the
acute stroke phase.

The present study is not without limitations. First, the sample size of 217 training
datasets is small for the complex problem of directly predicting an imaging-derived parame-
ter from raw data and validation with a larger dataset is needed. To this end, dichotomized
median core volume was chosen (i) to cast the problem as classification approach and
(ii) to provide a balanced group distribution for the training dataset. This preliminary work
may lay the groundwork for future studies to examine more clinically relevant endpoints,
such as grade of disability or quality of life. Nevertheless, as proof of concept, our model
achieved good results, which were validated on external test data. The performance gap
between model predictions for in-house and external test data is likely due to differences
in data quality and core labeling. Second, the number of perfusion timepoints of the CTP
images was fixed for the model input, but appropriate interpolation could solve varying
temporal resolutions.

5. Conclusions

In this proof-of-concept study, the proposed end-to-end deep learning approach
bypasses conventional perfusion analysis and allows training a model that predicts di-
chotomized infarction core volume solely from slice-reduced CTP images without underly-
ing tracer kinetic assumptions. Further studies can easily extend to additional clinically
relevant endpoints.
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6 | Conclusion

This works demonstrates a robust evaluation of dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)
imaging data for perfusion quantification by means of two novel analysis methods.
On the one hand, reliable quantification of perfusion parameters is addressed by a
Bayesian formulation of tracer-kinetic modeling which yields parameter distributions
rather than point estimates. This allows the uncertainty of the parameters to be
included in the analysis which increases the reliability of the estimates and therefore
clinical decision making.

On the other hand, approximations in the context of tracer-kinetic modeling are
circumvented by the use of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). CNNs allow to
learn spatial and temporal features from the raw imaging data to directly predict
clinical endpoints and therefore completely bypass tracer-kinetic modeling. Building
on the foundations of the present work, future research could even combine both
approaches in Bayesian neural networks. This is an emerging research area and
promises to increase the robustness of perfusion quantification and therefore clinical
acceptance even further.
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